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Abstract
Quantum Cascade Lasers (QCLs) are semiconductor lasers based on intersubband transitions in semiconductor heterojunctions. Unlike conventional
laser diodes, the emission wavelength of QCLs is not defined by the energy
gap between the conduction and valance bands of the semiconductor material, but by the energy spacing between the discrete states of quantum
wells, which enables the realization of compact semiconductor lasers in the
mid-infrared and far-infrared spectral regions. The mid-IR spectral region
contains the fundamental vibration bands of many molecular species, such
as carbon dioxide (CO2 ) and methane (CH4 ), and enables high precision
analysis of chemical species. Thanks to the use of well-known semiconductor fabrication techniques widely developed for optical telecommunication applications in the near-IR, QCLs are compact and suitable for
mass-production, and therefore constitute a very interesting candidate for
the development of portable and highly sensitive and selective trace-gas
sensors by absorption spectroscopy in the mid-infrared.
In this thesis, the spectral properties of InGaAs/InAlAs distributedfeedback (DFB) QCLs emitting in the mid-IR spectral region were studied, with the aim of assessing and improving the spectral purity of these
devices. Low frequency-noise and narrow-linewidth coherent light sources
emitting in the mid-IR spectral region are indeed of prime interest for the
future development of high-resolution spectroscopy systems. First of all,
this thesis presents the frequency-tuning and thermal dynamics in DFBQCLs, which are important to understand the underlying mechanisms of
frequency noise generation. A simple thermal model is used to explain the
observed thermal dynamics. In a second phase, the frequency-noise properties of diﬀerent QCLs were studied upon operating conditions and devices
parameters. The eﬀect of the processing of the lasers active region, namely
in ridge waveguide or buried-heterostructure was in particular investigated.
The design of a low-noise power supply to provide a stable injection current
as well as the impact on the spectral properties of QCLs is also presented.
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Abstract
Then, the noise properties at the electrical level in the semiconductor laser
chips were investigated. A particularly interesting outcome of the experiments is a clear link between instabilities of the emission frequency and
electrical power fluctuations due to the electronic transport in the laser
chip. The results enabled the demonstration of a novel and extremely
simple method for assessing the spectral properties of QCLs from electrical measurements only. Finally, a novel and innovative active method for
frequency-noise reduction and linewidth narrowing of QCLs without using
any optical frequency reference was developed and yielded a 90% reduction
of the frequency-noise power spectral density.
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Résumé
Les lasers à cascade quantique (QCL) sont des lasers à semiconducteur
basés sur des transitions inter-sous-bandes. Au contraire des diodes lasers
traditionnelles, la longueur d’onde d’émission de ce type de laser n’est pas
définie par la bande interdite (bandgap) du matériau semiconducteur, mais
par l’écart d’énergie entre les niveaux discrets de plusieurs puits quantiques, ce qui permet la réalisation de sources laser compactes émettant
dans l’infrarouge moyen (mid-IR) et dans l’infrarouge lointain (far-IR).
Le moyen infrarouge comporte les bandes fondamentales de vibrations
d’un grand nombre d’espèces moléculaires telles que le dioxide de carbone
(CO2 ) ou le méthane (CH4 ), et permet la détection d’éspèces chimiques
avec grande précision. Grâce à l’utilisation de techniques de fabrication
standards et bien connues des lasers à semiconducteur utilisés pour les
télécommunications optiques dans l’infrarouge proche, le laser à cascade
quantique est un dispositif extrêmement compact et productible en masse,
et constitue par conséquence un excellent candidat pour la réalisation de
capteurs de gaz portables et extrêmement sensibles utilisant des techniques
de spectroscopie par absorption dans le moyen infrarouge.
Dans cette thèse, les propriétés spectrales des lasers à cascade quantique à base d’InGaAs/InAlAs émettant dans l’infrarouge moyen et utilisant un réseau de Bragg distribué pour garantir une émission mono-mode
ont été étudiées, avec pour but d’en évaluer et d’en améliorer la pureté
spectrale. Les sources de lumière cohérentes à largeur de raie étroite et
faible bruit de fréquence sont en eﬀet d’une grande importance pour le
dévelopement de nouveau systèmes de mesure et d’instruments de haute
précision dans la gamme spectrale du moyen infrarouge. Dans un premier
temps, la dynamique de l’ajustement de la fréquence optique et des propriétés thermiques des lasers à cascade quantique, qui est essentielle à la
compréhension du mécanisme de formation des instabilités de fréquence, a
été étudiée et est présentée. Dans un deuxième temps, l’impact des conditions d’opération et de divers paramètres des lasers à cascade quantique
v

Résumé
sur leur bruit de fréquence a été évalué. L’impact du type de fabrication
de la région active des lasers a notamment été étudié. Pour ce faire, une
alimentation à faible bruit de courant a dû être développée afin de fournir
un courant d’injection aussi stable que possible. Le bruit électrique dans
les lasers à cascade quantique a également été étudié, et nous montrons
un lien particulièrement intéressant entre les instabilités de fréquence du
laser et les fluctuations de la puissance électrique dissipée dans ce dernier.
Ces résultats ont permis la démonstration d’une nouvelle approche particulièrement simple visant à évaluer la pureté spectrale des lasers à cascade
quantique à partir uniquement de mesures électriques. Finalement, une
nouvelle méthode innovante de réduction active du bruit de fréquence et
de diminution de la largeur de raie sans avoir recours à aucune référence de
fréquence optique a été dévelopée dans le cadre de cette thèse et a permis
d’obtenir une réduction de 90% de la densité spectrale de puissance du
bruit de fréquence.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Would you expect a portable, inexpensive and widespread device such as a
cell phone to be capable of performing medical diagnostics, testing whether
food is safe for human consumption, or monitoring air quality? It would
undoubtedly better fit in a bad sci-fi movie. However, the tremendous
developments in quantum optics of the last decades could very well move
such futuristic applications closer to a not-so-distant reality.
The advent of quantum mechanics combined to the technological developments in semiconductor fabrication techniques have allowed scientists to
play with electrons and photons at the scale of the atom, and develop revolutionary nanostructures aiming at overcoming physical boundaries. The
emergence of semiconductor lasers emitting in the mid-infrared (mid-IR)
spectral region cannot better illustrate the foregoing statements. Recent
advances in quantum optics enabled the development of compact and eﬃcient coherent light sources in this portion of the electromagnetic spectrum.
The mid-IR spectral region of the optical spectrum extends from wavelengths of 2 µm up to 30 µm, and is also often referred to as the molecular
fingerprint region. This latter designation reveals of lot about its importance in numerous diﬀerent application fields. Indeed, a countless number
of molecular species, among them molecules attracting very high media
coverage such as carbon dioxide (CO2 ), have their fundamental vibrational
resonance bands in this spectral region. The exact location of these resonances in the spectrum as well as their strengths depend on the constituents
and amount of molecules in a given sample, and are governed by quantum
mechanics selection rules. Mid-IR radiation can therefore be used to probe
these molecular resonances and record absorption spectra, which are literally the fingerprints of the molecules and can be compared to reference data
1
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in order to establish whether a particular molecular specie is present in an
unknown sample, and quantify its concentration. The ability to identify
and quantify low levels of specific chemical compounds in the air opens the
way to an infinite number of potential real-world applications. Air quality
and greenhouse gases monitoring, detection of toxic agents and explosives,
and exhaled air analysis for medical diagnostics are only a few examples of
applications that have the potential to transform environmental sciences
and modern medicine.
However, the realization of robust, eﬃcient and compact laser sources
at mid-IR wavelengths has been challenging and it is only since the advent
of the quantum cascade laser (QCL), which was demonstrated for the first
time at AT&T Bell Labs in 1994 [1] that the development of highly sensitive
and portable chemical sensor has emerged. Unlike conventional semiconductor laser diodes, quantum cascade lasers are semiconductor lasers based
on intersubband transitions and do not rely on electron-hole recombination
between the conduction and valence bands. In interband transitions, the
energy of the emitted photons E = hν, depends on the gap between these
two energy bands. The composition of the semiconductor compounds defines the energy bandgap, and therefore the emission wavelenghts -or colorof the laser. In intersubband transitions, the picture is fundamentally different and the transition takes place in the conduction band itself, between
two discrete energy levels of a quantum well. Quantum wells are nanostructures made of extremely thin layers of semiconductor materials, as shown
in Figure 1.1, in which electrons can be confined.

Figure 1.1: Periodic nanostructure of thin layers of two diﬀerent semiconductor materials enabling quantum confinement eﬀects. The narrowest layers measure 1 nm, or one billionth of a meter. Image from [2].

The first important implication is that the emission frequency does not
rely any more on the bandgap of the material, but is instead defined by
the physical thickness of the layers. With such transitions, it is therefore
2

possible to overcome the bandgap limitation and precisely design the emission of quantum cascade lasers for diﬀerent mid-IR wavelengths in a same
material system using quantum eﬀects.
Since the first demonstration of a QCL in 1994, which was carried out
in pulsed mode and at cryogenic temperature, tremendous advances were
achieved and devices operating in continuous wave at room-temperature
are nowadays commercially available. This evolution was made possible notably through several key achievement such as the demonstration
in 1996 of room-temperature operation in pulsed mode [3], single-mode
operation in 1997 [4, 5] and of the first continuous-wave QCL working at
room-temperature in 2002 [6]. Since then, relatively low electrical power
consumption below 1 W [7] as well as high-power QCLs with optical powers
beyond 4 W at 4.6 µm [8] were more recently disclosed.
Despite all these important advances, the spectral properties of QCLs
were not extensively investigated and the focus was mostly directed towards improving the eﬃciency, lowering threshold currents and electrical power consumptions, and extending the wavelength coverage. This
is even more true compared to interband semiconductor lasers emitting in
the near-infrared and visible spectral regions, for which spectral properties
were deeply explored and many narrow-linewidth systems demonstrated.
Whereas the width of molecular resonances in the mid-IR is of a few gigahertz at atmospheric pressure, high spectral purity light sources are of
prime interest in the field of high-resolution spectroscopy in order to follow
the tracks of precision optical metrology, which was mainly developed in
the visible and near-infrared spectral regions. Moreover, the potential development of high-speed free-space coherent communication systems using
mid-IR QCLs in the so-called atmospheric windows (3-5 µm and 8-14 µm)
as well as the future development in solid-state optical frequency comb
would very likely benefit from low-noise mid-IR lasers.
The work carried out in this thesis unifies two research fields having
strong ties in the scientific landscape of Neuchâtel, namely frequencymetrology and mid-IR quantum cascade lasers. The work encompassed the
study of the performance of InGaAs/InAlAs mid-IR QCLs as frequencystable light sources in the mid-IR spectral region, the study of the noise generation mechanisms and the development of compact active noise-reduction
techniques.
This thesis is organized as follows. First of all, a general introduction
on the fundamental concepts of QCLs and optical frequency metrology is
presented in Chapter 2.
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Chapter 1. Introduction
In Chapter 3, the wavelength-tuning and temperature dynamics in QCL
chips were investigated and a thermal model was developed and validated.
The thermal dynamics are of prime importance for the study of frequencynoise generation processes in QCLs and the results will be used in the
following chapters.
In Chapter 4, the spectral purity of mid-IR QCLs emitting at 4.6 µm was
investigated using absorption spectroscopy. We reported at that time the
lowest frequency-noise and narrowest linewidth of 550 kHz of a free-running
QCL in the 4-5 µm range, while operating the device at room-temperature.
To achieve these results, low-noise electronics were developed to drive the
lasers and are presented in this chapter. Despite the challenging design
due to the high voltage required to bias QCLs, very low current-noise levels were achieved, and remain state-of-the-art today. The impact of the
driving electronics upon the spectral properties of mid-IR QCLs was also
studied in detail, and we show that great care must be taken if narrowlinewidth emission is desired.
Chapter 5 presents the impact of QCLs designs and operating parameters upon the frequency-noise. Diﬀerent QCLs using either ridge
waveguides or buried-heterostructures were characterized, across a range
of structural design parameters. A particularly interesting dependence of
the frequency noise over temperature was found in buried-heterostructure
QCLs at 4.6 µm and a clear correlation between frequency noise and electrical noise measured directly across the devices was shown. The origin
of frequency-instabilities was linked to electrical-power fluctuations in the
laser active region. These findings have led to the demonstration of a novel
and simple method to assess the spectral properties of QCLs from electrical
noise measurements only, which are much more convenient and simpler to
implement than optical frequency measurements. The origin of electronic
fluctuations will be discussed in this chapter as well.
In Chapter 6, a novel active method for frequency-noise reduction is
presented. While an optical frequency-reference is generally required, we
demonstrated a linewidth-narrowing technique implemented without measuring the actual laser frequency. The developed scheme employs only the
voltage-noise measured across the QCL to generate a correction signal that
is fed back to the laser temperature at a fast rate, independently of the
injection current. In these conditions, the fluctuations of the optical frequency were reduced by 90% in terms of frequency-noise power spectral
density. The scheme has the potential to be completely integrated and
could possibly also be applied to other kinds of semiconductor lasers.
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Chapter 2
Basics of mid-IR technologies
and noise in laser diodes
First of all, this chapter presents an overview of the importance of the midinfrared (mid-IR) as well as the advances and developments of coherent
light sources in this spectral region. Many chemical molecular species that
are important in environmental and life sciences have their fundamental
vibration bands in the mid-IR spectral region (λ = 2−30 µm) of the optical
spectrum [9]. These strong vibrational resonances allow the realization
of chemical analysis of many molecular compounds with extremely high
sensitivity and selectivity, provided that coherent and tunable light sources
are available in this spectral region.
In a second phase, the fundamentals of phase noise in laser oscillators
are presented, including a theoretical basis, an overview of frequency-noise
in semiconductor laser diodes, spectral purity characterization techniques,
and 1/f -like noise in physical systems.

2.1
2.1.1

Mid-IR technologies
Mid-IR coherent light sources

Several technologies have been developed to reach the mid-IR region of
the optical spectrum. For instance, the operation of a CO2 gas laser at
10 µm was demonstrated for the first time in 1964 [10].
5
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Regarding low-energy bandgap semiconductors, lead-salt (PbS, PbTe,
PbSe) based laser diodes emitting in the 3−30 µm range have been available
since the 1960s [11]. However, this kind of mid-IR lasers suﬀers from limited output power (hundreds of µW), complicated manufacturing process
and cryogenic temperature operation. Interband antimonide laser diodes
emitting up to 3 µm at room-temperature were also demonstrated [12, 13]
as well as interband cascade lasers (ICL) [14, 15] up to 5.6 µm [16].
Alternatively, generation of mid-IR light through non-linear processes
based on diﬀerence frequency generation (DFG) [17] and optical parametric
oscillators (OPOs) tunable from 3.6 to 4.3 µm [18] and 5.5 to 9.3 µm [19]
have been demonstrated as well. Although DFG systems can be relatively
compact, only limited mid-IR output power can be achieved. On the other
hand, OPOs can deliver much higher output powers but are generally large
systems with high power consumptions.

2.1.2

Quantum cascade lasers

Quantum cascade lasers are unipolar semiconductor devices based on intersubband transitions, relying on the idea of light amplification in heterostructures proposed in the early 70’s [20], and were experimentally
demonstrated for the first at Bell Labs in 1994 [1]. In contrast to conventional semiconductor laser diodes, the fundamental mechanism of light
emission in intersubband lasers is not based on electron-hole recombinations between the conduction and valance bands of the gain medium, but on
the transitions of electrons between discrete states in well-designed quantum wells. Both schemes are compared in Figure 2.1.

Figure 2.1: (a) Interband transition: recombination of electron-hole
pairs. (b) Intersubband transition between two discrete states of a quantum well in the conduction band itself. Reprinted from [21].
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A first crucial implication is that the emission wavelength in QCLs is
not any more defined by the energy gap of the semiconductor materials,
sometimes referred to as “the bandgap slavery”. Indeed by engineering
the wave functions of the quantum wells, which basically depend on the
layers thicknesses, it is possible to precisely tailor the emission wavelength
of QCLs and to reach longer values in the mid-IR and even the THz domain [22]. Another interesting aspect of intersubband transitions is that
they can be almost naturally cascaded, which enables the electrons to be
recycled and improves the quantum eﬃciency of such devices.

Figure 2.2: Active region design employed for the first demonstration
of a QCL in 1994 [1].

An example of a typical QCL period is shown in Figure 2.2. It consists
of an injector region, and an active region composed in this particular case
of three quantum wells. This design results in a three-level laser system
which enables an eﬃcient population inversion between the states defining
the laser transition 3 → 2. The spacing of the lower subbands is generally
designed so that the 2 → 1 transition matches the energy of the longitudinal
optical (LO) phonon energy and enables a fast relaxation of the lower laser
level by resonant scattering to the following period. QCLs are generally
composed of ≈ 25 − 40 cascaded periods shown in Figure 2.2.
Since the first QCL demonstration, several key innovations such as the
achievement of laser operation above room-temperature in pulsed mode [3],
of the bound-to-continuum [23] and two-phonons resonant designs [24], and
finally of continuous-wave (CW) operation at room temperature [6] have
7
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led to a fast development of the performances of these devices in terms
of wavelength coverage, output power and electrical consumption. For
instance, mid-IR QCLs operating at electrical power consumptions below
1 W [7] and high optical output powers beyond 4 W in CW have been
recently demonstrated [8].

Figure 2.3: (a) Schematic cross-section of a ridge-waveguide QCL. (b)
Scanning electron micrograph (SEM) of the distributed-feedback grating etched on top of the device [25].

Another key advance in the field of QCLs was the development of tunable single-frequency devices, especially required in the field of molecular
spectroscopy. The first realization of single-frequency QCLs was achieved
using a distributed-feedback grating (DFB) etched on top of the device [4]
and also directly on top of the active region, before the regrowth of a
cladding layer [5]. Other single-frequency QCLs were then demonstrated at
8
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diﬀerent wavelengths [25, 26]. The processing of QCLs with DFB gratings
is illustrated in Figure 2.3 (a). Figure 2.3 (b) shows an image of the DFB
grating of the QCL of Ref. [25] (λ = 10 µm) obtained by scanning electron
microscopy (SEM). In such a configuration, the distributed-feedback grating acts as an optical filter inducing wavelength-dependent losses in the
laser cavity and forces laser operation at a single wavelength, despite the
relatively broad gain curve. The lasing wavelength is defined by the Bragg
condition:
λB =

2nef f Λ
N

(2.1)

where nef f is the eﬀective refractive index, Λ the grating period, and N the
order of the grating (integer value). Although the detailed analysis will not
be presented here, the coupled-wave theory of distributed-feedback lasers
can be found in Ref. [27].
Single-frequency operation of QCLs in extended cavity configuration
using external gratings was demonstrated for the first time in 2001 up to
230 K [28], and then in various configurations both in pulsed and CW
regimes [29–31]. The main advantage of the external cavity configuration
lies in a broader tuning range than DFB QCLs, at the expense of the size
of the device. Based on a heterogenous cascade, a tuning range of up to
24% of the central wavelength was obtained [32].

2.1.3

Applications

The mid-infrared (mid-IR) region of the electromagnetic spectrum, also
referred to as the fingerprint region, ranges from wavelengths of 2 to 30
µm and is of prime interest for several applications such as chemical sensing
and monitoring of atmospheric constituents. Many chemical species such
as carbon-dioxide (CO2 ), carbon-monoxide (CO), methane (CH4 ), ammonia (NH3 ) and nitrogen-oxide compounds (NOx ) show strong vibrational
molecular resonances in this spectral region [33], which makes mid-IR absorption spectroscopy a very eﬃcient technique for sensitive and selective
chemical analysis and trace-gas sensing.
Absorption spectroscopy relies on Beer-Lambert law, which states that
the intensity of light I(ν) at a frequency ν transmitted through a sample
of concentration C and absorbance α(ν) over a distance L, compared to
the initial intensity I0 , is given by Eq. 2.2.
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I(ν) = I0 e−α(ν)CL

(2.2)

As the absorbance is characteristic of the chemical compounds, the ratio
I(ν)/I0 as a function of ν gives a quantitative and qualitative information
about the concentration and composition of the sample. Figure 2.4 shows
the transmission spectra of carbon dioxide and methane around 2.7 µm and
3.3 µm, respectively. These features are governed by quantum mechanics
selection rules and constitute the fingerprints of molecules.

Transmission

1

0

CO2
2.7

2.75

CH4
2.8

3.2

Wavelength [µm]

3.3

3.4

3.5

Figure 2.4: Transmission spectra of carbon dioxide (CO2 ) and methane
(CH4 ) in the mid-IR spectral region, which are the equivalent of the
fingerprints of molecules.

The advent of QCLs has triggered the development of many absorption spectroscopy techniques and the demonstration of trace-gas sensing
with unprecedented precision. Noise-reduction techniques such as wavelength modulation spectroscopy (WMS) [34] and frequency modulation
spectroscopy (FMS) [33] as well as signal enhancement methods such as
cavity ring-down spectroscopy [35] and quartz-enhanced photoacoustic spectroscopy (QEPAS) [36] have been implemented.
Such systems have been deployed to quantify the concentrations of
many of the most important atmospheric greenhouse gases, including carbon dioxide (CO2 ) and methane (CH4 ) with sensitivities as low as 0.1%
of the ambient concentrations [37]. In life sciences, the development of
trace-gas sensors for the analysis of exhaled chemical compounds brings
promising perspectives for novel and fast medical diagnostics [38]. For
instance, ammonia (NH3 ) in human breath was studied as a marker for
kidney and liver function [39], while carbon-monoxide (CO) could be used
for the detection of cardiovascular diseases and diabetes. In both cases,
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the exhaled levels of gases are in the sub-ppm range and very sensitive
sensors have been developed with detection limits as low as 50 ppb for
ammonia [40] and 200 ppb for CO [41].
The advent of optical frequency combs (OFC) enabled high resolution
spectroscopy experiments by referencing mid-IR radiation of QCLs to frequency standards [42, 43] and the measurement of radiocarbon (14 C) down
to parts per trillion (ppt) was achieved at 4.5 µm [44].
Beside spectroscopy applications, mid-IR quantum cascade lasers might
be used for optical communications. The atmosphere contains indeed two
transmission windows between 3-5 µm and 8-14 µm showing low absorption, and which could be used for free-space data transfers. A few experiments were performed and showed the feasibility of high data rates links
based on mid-IR QCLs [45–48].

2.2
2.2.1

Spectral purity of semiconductor lasers
Frequency-noise in semiconductor lasers

The spectral properties of a laser are commonly described by its linewidth,
i.e. the full width at half maximum (FWHM) of the optical lineshape.
The linewidth of a laser can be experimentally determined from the heterodyne beat with a reference laser source or by self-homodyne/heterodyne
interferometry using a long optical delay line [49]. The linewidth is a single parameter widely used to characterize the laser spectral properties, as
it allows a simple and straightforward benchmark between diﬀerent laser
sources. However, this specific parameter gives an incomplete picture of
the actual frequency stability. In particular, it contains poor information
about the spectral distribution of the noise. This is in contrast to the power
spectral density (PSD) of the laser frequency fluctuations, which gives a
complete picture of the laser frequency noise, showing how the diﬀerent
noise spectral components contribute to the laser linewidth.
The measurement of the frequency noise requires an optical frequency
discriminator to convert the laser frequency fluctuations into intensity
fluctuations that can be measured with a photodiode. An optical frequency discriminator can be seen as a filter with frequency-dependent
transmission in a restricted frequency range, such as a gas-filled cell near
an atomic/molecular resonance (Doppler-broadened [50–52] or sub-Doppler
[53]), a Fabry-Perot resonator or an unbalanced two-beam interferometer.
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As an alternative, the frequency-noise of the beat signal can be measured
in the RF domain as well, using RF frequency discriminators [54].
In semiconductor lasers, the frequency-noise spectrum is generally split
into two distinct regimes. The ultimate frequency-noise limit achievable
in lasers is given by a white frequency-noise floor leading to the intrinsic
linewidth, or Schawlow-Townes linewidth, and is due to quantum noise
(spontaneous emission) in the gain medium of the laser oscillator. While
this fundamental limit can be relatively narrow, the frequency-noise spectrum in real semiconductor lasers is generally governed by excess 1/f fluctuations at low frequency that exceed the white noise floor and broaden
the emission linewidth at reasonable observation times. Both SchawlowTownes linewidth and 1/f noise in physical systems will be introduced later
in this chapter.

2.2.2

Schawlow-Townes linewidth

The intrinsic linewidth, or Schawlow-Townes linewidth ∆νST represents
the ultimate spectral width of a laser oscillator, limited by quantum noise
due to spontaneous emission in the resonator gain. The relation can be
written as [55, 56]:
∆νST =

2πhν0 µ(∆νcav )2
P

(2.3)

where hv0 is the photon energy, µ = N2 /(N2 −N1 ) describes the population
inversion, ∆νcav is the FWHM linewidth of the passive resonator, and P
the output optical power. The intrinsic linewidth ∆νST of a laser oscillator
can therefore be orders of magnitude narrower than the FWHM linewidth
of the resonator ∆νcav . The intrinsic linewidth of an helium-neon (He-Ne)
gas laser at 633 nm with a passive resonator linewidth of 8 MHz and 1 mW
output power can be calculated to be narrower than 1 Hz [57].
The expression of the intrinsic linewidth was rewritten by Henry [58,59]
for semiconductor lasers in order to take into account the dependence of
the refractive index upon the carrier density in semiconductor materials.
The intrinsic linewidth of semiconductor lasers is basically enhanced by a
factor (1+αH )2 , where αH is known as the linewidth enhancement factor.
These aspects will be discussed in more details in Chapters 3 and 4.
Finally, it is extremely important to highlight the fact that, as stated
before, the Schawlow-Townes linewidth represents a fundamental limit and
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is most often not reached in real laser systems, which are exposed to additional external perturbations. This is specially the case in semiconductor
lasers for which the emission linewidth is broadened by low-frequency 1/f
fluctuations (see [60, 61] and Chapters 4-5).

2.2.3

Frequency-noise to optical lineshape relation

From the frequency noise PSD, the laser lineshape and the linewidth may
be retrieved, but the reverse process (i.e. determining the exact frequency
noise spectrum from the lineshape) is not possible. However, the exact
determination of the linewidth from the frequency noise spectral density is
not always straightforward. This problem has been theoretically addressed
for a long time [62–65] and involves a two-step integration procedure as
detailed in [56, 62, 66]. The first step consists in calculating the autocorrelation function of the electrical field ΓE (τ ) as an exponential of the
integral of the frequency noise PSD Sδν (f ) filtered by a sinc2 function [62]:

ΓE (τ ) =

E02 ei2πν0 τ e

−2

∞
�

Sδν (f )

0

sin2 (πf τ )
df
f2

(2.4)

Then, the optical spectrum SE (ν) is obtained by Fourier transform of the
auto-correlation function ΓE (τ ):
SE (ν) = 2

�

∞

e−i2πντ ΓE (τ )dτ

(2.5)

−∞

0
However, only the ideal case of a pure white frequency noise Sδν
can be
analytically solved [63] and yields a Lorentzian lineshape with an FWHM
linewidth:

0
∆νFWHM = πSδν

(2.6)

This case corresponds for instance to the well-known lorentzian lineshape
described by the Schawlow-Townes linewidth in Eq. 2.3 [55,59]. In all other
cases, including real laser frequency noise spectra encountered in practice,
the calculation must be performed by numerical integration.
A simple approximation to determine the linewidth of a laser from an
arbitrary frequency noise spectrum was demonstrated in Ref. [66]. It was
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Figure 2.5: Evaluation of the FWHM linewidth from the frequencynoise power spectral density (PSD) of a 4.6 µm QCL using the formalism of Ref. [66]. Inset: laser lineshape obtained through the two-step
integration of the experimental frequency-noise PSD.

shown how the frequency noise PSD Sδν (f ) can be geometrically separated into slow and fast modulation areas by a single line displayed in Figure 2.5, referred to as the β-separation line, defined as Sβ−line (f ) ≈ 0.56f .
Frequency noise in these two areas has a completely diﬀerent impact on
the laser lineshape. Only the slow modulation area, for which Sδν (f ) >
Sβ−line (f ), contributes to the linewidth of the signal. The fast modulation
area Sδν (f ) < Sβ−line (f ) only aﬀects the wings of the lineshape, without
contributing to the FWHM linewidth. As a result, the linewidth ∆ν can
be approximated with a good accuracy (better than 10%) from the integral
A of the slow modulation area as introduced in Ref. [66]:
∆ν =

�
8 ln(2)A

(2.7)

The surface A corresponds to the area under the frequency noise PSD
obtained for all Fourier frequencies for which Sδν (f ) exceeds the β-line as
shown in Figure 2.5. A low-frequency cut-oﬀ fc has to be introduced, which
represents the inverse of the observation time τ0 in which the linewidth is
measured (fc = 1/τ0 ), when the frequency noise PSD is aﬀected by 1/f
noise (A diverges when fc → 0). Moreover, this observation also shows that
the linewidth of lasers broadened by 1/f noise depends on the observation
time. A linewidth should therefore always be specified with the considered
observation time. However, while the observation time has an important
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impact when its value is close to the inverse of the crossing point of the
frequency-noise PSD with the β-line, the linewidth only slowly diverges
and can almost be considered as constant for observation times in the 0.110 s range for frequency-noise PSD of typical free-running semiconductor
lasers. This formalism was demonstrated to yield a good accuracy of the
calculated linewidth with diﬀerent laser systems [67] and will be used many
times along this thesis in order to estimate QCL linewidths from frequencynoise measurements.

2.3

1/f fluctuations in physical systems

1/f noise, also sometimes referred to as flicker noise, or pink noise, describes
a stochastic process in which the power spectral density S(f ) follows a
power law in the form:
S(f ) =

Constant
fα

(2.8)

where f is the frequency and α generally takes a value comprised between 0.5 and 1.5. In other words, such noise phenomena are characterized by equally distributed fluctuations of relatively high magnitude at
low-frequencies, or long time scales, and small fluctuations at higher frequencies, or short time scales. This behavior is illustrated in Figure 2.6,
which shows the power spectral density of fluctuations characterized by a
dependence in 1/f α (α = 1 in this case).
1/f noise is often associated to semiconductors where it plays an important role on the performances of electronic devices. However, since the
first observation of 1/f fluctuations in vacuum tubes by Johnson during the
30’s [68, 69], it is interesting to point out that this form of fluctuations was
reported in many physical systems. It is for instance the case in geophysical systems, where 1/f -like power spectra were reported for undercurrents
measured over 152 days at a depth of 3100 m in the middle of the Pacific
Ocean [70] (see Figure 2.6), as well as for the fluctuations of sea level at
Bermuda measured over 8 years [71]. The interplanetary magnetic field
was also shown to follow a similar power law [72].
Fluctuations of audio power in music was investigated in diﬀerent radio
stations of various music styles and showed 1/f -like power spectra [73,
74]. A same behavior was reported for the shots structure in Hollywood
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movies [75]. These two additional examples of 1/f fluctuations lead to
similar observations made in biological systems. Fluctuations in the human
heart beat rate [76], neural activity [77, 78] and even human cognition [79]
were shown to follow 1/f power laws.
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Figure 2.6: Power spectral density of east-west undercurrents velocity
at a depth of 3100 m at 1◦ 02’S,149◦ 50’W, reproduced from [70].

Beside the somehow universal character of 1/f fluctuations observed in
many diﬀerent physical systems, another puzzling aspect relates to divergence of the power spectral density at low frequencies. A few experimental
attempts aiming at assessing the continuity of 1/f noise processes were
carried out with for instance thin-film resistors, and showed almost perfect
1/f spectra over six frequency decades [80]. Noise measurements of an
array of operational amplifiers were even performed during a few months
and down to Fourier frequencies as low as 0.5 µHz [81], but did not show
any flattening of the noise spectra.
At low frequency, the power spectral density of 1/f noise diverges and
could lead to infinitely large fluctuations. This was expressed jokingly in
the review on flicker noises of Ref. [82] as “If you postpone your Bermuda
vacation for too long, the island may be underwater!”. However, a relatively
simple argument was given in Ref. [83] in order to put in perspective the
magnitude of low frequency fluctuations. For a pure 1/f spectrum, the
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integrated fluctuations of each frequency decade are equal to each others,
and the total fluctuation is given by:
�

f1
f0

1
df = ln
f

�

f1
f0

�

(2.9)

Considering the lowest observable frequency as the inverse of the universe
lifetime (≈ 109 years ≈ 3 · 1016 s) and the inverse of Plank’s time (5 · 10−44 s)
as the highest observable frequency, the total fluctuation would be approximately only ln(1060 )/ ln(10) = 60 times the integrated fluctuation of one
frequency decade, e.g. from 1 to 10 Hz. This simple approximation shows
that the mathematical divergence of 1/f noise has no real impact on physical systems in reasonable time scales.
1/f fluctuations in electronic devices were of course extensively investigated and have occupied scientists’ mind for a long time. Low-frequency
fluctuation showing 1/f power spectra were already reported a long time
ago in vacuum tubes [68, 84], p-n germanium junctions and carbon resistors [84], as well as in metallic thin-films [85–87] and semiconductor homogenous samples [88]. A few models were proposed in order to explain
1/f noise in homogenous semiconductor and MOS transistors, and generally confront mobility fluctuations ∆µ to carrier numbers fluctuations
∆N , which are associated either to bulk or surface eﬀects, respectively.
McWorther proposed a model involving trapping et detrapping of carriers
at the Si-SiO2 interface of MOS transistors and explained 1/f fluctuations
by changes of the number of carriers [89]. The idea behind this model is a
sum of spectra with a wide distribution of relaxation times, the probability
that an electron reaches a trap in the oxide being τ = τ0 ex/d , where x is
the distance between the traps and the interface, and d is a characteristic
of the tunneling process.
On the other hand, Hooge proposed in 1969 the following empirical
relation for the power spectral density S of flicker noise in homogenous
semiconductors [90]:
SR
SI
SV
α
= 2 = 2 =
2
R
I
V
fN

(2.10)

where f is the Fourier frequency, N is the total amount of carriers in
the sample, and α is a parameter that was first believed to be constant.
α values on the order of 2 · 10−3 were indeed measured in several III-V
semiconductors such as p-type and n-type InSb, GaSb, GaAs and GaP [88].
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Later, it was demonstrated that α strongly depends on the quality of the
crystal as well as on the scattering processes determining the mobility [91].
Despite some attempts at unifying the two theories [92] and recursive
discussions about the eﬀect of carriers number and mobility fluctuations in
MOS transistors [93], various experimental results support so far both bulk
and surface-state eﬀects [94] and it seems diﬃcult at this point to conclude
on the supremacy of one of these models. In the light of the universal
character of 1/f fluctuations in physical systems, it is also important to
emphasize that the underlying physical mechanisms might very well be
diﬀerent from a system to another, despite the manifestation of similar
1/f -like power laws [95].
The investigation of low-frequency noise processes in solid-state devices
is nowadays still of prime interest for the realization of low-noise electronic
devices for telecommunications, consumer electronics and sensors. It is
particularly the case of semiconductor lasers, which will be discussed in
Chapters 4 and 5. Low-frequency fluctuations were also more recently studied in GaN/AlGaN high electron mobility transistors [96,97] and graphene
solid-state devices [98], in which 1/f noise was even used as a signal for
sensing applications [99].

2.4

List of QCLs used in this work

Diﬀerent distributed-feedback QCLs provided by Alpes Laser SA emitting
around λ = 4.55 µm were used throughout this work. Optical powers
ranging from 5 to 15 mW were obtained at room-temperature. The devices
are listed along with their manufacturing number in Table 2.1.
Processing

sbcw2689
sbcw2694
sbcw3661
sbcw4210

Ridge-waveguide
epi-side up 300 mA Chap. 3, 4, 5
Ridge-waveguide
epi-side up 355 mA Chap. 4, 5
Buried-heterostructure epi-side up 140 mA Chap. 5
Buried-heterostructure epi-side up 200 mA Chap. 5, 6

1

Mounting

ith 1

Device

at 283 K
Table 2.1: List of QCLs used in this work.
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Chapter 3
Wavelength tuning and
thermal dynamics of CW
QCLs
In this chapter, the dynamic behavior of the optical frequency and temperature in continuous wave (CW) mid-IR DFB-QCLs under direct current
modulation is presented. Frequency modulation of single-mode semiconductor lasers is important for several applications, such as optical communications [100], and also for advanced enhancement techniques in absorption
spectroscopy for trace-gas sensing [101]. In the framework of this thesis,
two other main interests motivate the study of the frequency-modulation
response of QCLs:
• Narrow linewidth sources of coherent light in the mid-IR, required to
push the limits of high-resolution spectroscopy and metrology, can be
achieved by active stabilization of DFB-QCLs to optical references
with high-bandwidth servo-loops. The frequency-modulation bandwidth can aﬀect the feedback loop bandwidths and therefore limit
the ultimate achievable performances in terms of linewidth narrowing [102].
• The dynamic response of the optical frequency is of prime interest
to gain a deeper insight in the origin of frequency instabilities in
QCLs. The study of the dynamic response gives access to the thermal
dynamics in the QCL structure and allows the identification of the
diﬀerent thermal mechanisms involved in the appearance of frequency
instabilities and frequency noise in DFB-QCLs.
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Despite the fact that the thermal resistance and the heat extraction
in pulsed QCLs have been deeply investigated [103–105], this chapter also
enables the dynamics of thermal eﬀects in CW DFB-QCLs under direct
current modulation to be discussed.

3.1

Basics of frequency-modulation

Let us consider pure frequency-modulation of the light field, whose instantaneous frequency is given by Eq. 3.1 where ∆ν is the frequency excursion
and fm the modulation frequency. The modulation index β is defined in
Eq. 3.2 as the ratio of the frequency excursion to the modulation frequency.
ν(t) = ν0 + ∆ν cos(2πfm t)

β=

∆ν
fm

(3.1)

(3.2)

The electrical field can be expanded as a series of Bessel functions of the
first kind Jn (β) [56, 106], and its explicit development is shown in Eq. 3.4.
E(t) = E0

∞
�

n=−∞

�
�
� Jn (β)e2πi(ν0 +nfm )t

E(t) = E0 {J0 (β) cos(2πν0 )
+ J1 (β)[cos(2π(ν0 + fm )t) − cos(2π(ν0 − fm )t)]
+ J2 (β)[cos(2π(ν0 + 2fm )t) + cos(2π(ν0 − 2fm )t)]
+ J3 (β)[cos(2π(ν0 + 3fm )t) − cos(2π(ν0 − 3fm )t)]
+ J4 (β)[cos(2π(ν0 + 4fm )t) + cos(2π(ν0 − 4fm )t)]
+ ...}

(3.3)

(3.4)

Eq. 3.4 shows that the spectrum of a frequency-modulated electrical
field is composed of an infinity of equally spaced sidebands at integer multiples nfm of the modulation frequency. Moreover, for a given modulation
index β, the relative amplitude of the nth sidebands with respect to the
carrier can be simply deduced from the ratio of the corresponding Bessel
functions Jn (β) to J0 (β).
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3.2

Frequency modulation of DFB lasers

3.2.1

Interband semiconductor lasers

Frequency-modulation (FM) of interband DFB laser diodes under direct
current modulation was extensively investigated in devices emitting in the
near-IR [107, 108], at 1.3 µm [108, 109] and at 1.5 µm [110–112]. Two
main mechanisms are responsible for frequency-tuning in semiconductor
lasers based on interband transitions, namely a thermal eﬀect and a carrier
density eﬀect.

Figure 3.1: Real and complex part of the refractive index in (a) interband and (b) intersubband transitions as a function of the photon
energy. Reproduced from [113].

Thermal eﬀect
The temperature-dependent refractive index of the semiconductor
materials forming the laser cavity is directly linked to the eﬀective optical length of the resonator and is the main contributor to frequency
tuning. The relative change in optical frequency is given by:
1 dν
= −(αn + αL )
ν dT

(3.5)

where αn is the relative refractive index temperature coeﬃcient and αL
is the linear expansion coeﬃcient. The relative change in refractive index of InP with respect to temperature is on the order of
5.5 · 10−5 K−1 , whereas the linear expansion coeﬃcient is one order
of magnitude smaller [114]. From Eq. 3.5, typical frequency tuning
coeﬃcient of 12 GHz/K can be calculated for DFB lasers at 1.5 µm.
This eﬀect is relatively slow since it is limited by the thermal time
constant required to change the temperature in the laser chip.
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The thermal contribution to the frequency modulation was experimentally investigated and analytical models of the heat conduction
in simplified laser structures were developed [107, 115]. The bandwidth of this eﬀect depends on the laser structure and is limited to
frequencies below 1 MHz [116].
Carrier density
The refractive index of the laser resonator and its emission frequency
depend on the carrier density N , and therefore on the injection current. Indeed, the gain curve is not symmetric in interband semiconductor lasers and its peak shifts towards higher photon energies
when the carrier density increases. As a result, the real part of the
refractive index, and therefore the emission frequency, depends on
the carrier density as shown in Figure 3.1 [113].
This eﬀect is usually quantified using the α parameter (αe or αH are
sometimes used), which is defined as the ratio of the change of the
real part nr to the imaginary part ni of the refractive index with
respect to the carrier density N :
α=

dnr � dni
dN dN

(3.6)

The dynamic of this eﬀect relies on the lifetime of the carriers, which
is in the nanosecond range [117], and is much faster than the thermal eﬀect. Typical frequency modulation bandwidths in the GHz
regime have been reported in near-IR laser diodes [107, 110]. Multisection devices with multiple electrodes for selective carrier density
modulation have been investigated [118], and frequency modulation
bandwidths up to 15 GHz [119] have been achieved using such designs.
The combined eﬀects of temperature and carrier density on the frequency modulation of a singlemode AlGaAs DFB semiconductor laser emitting at 840 nm is shown in Figure 3.2 [107]. The dashed line represents the
thermal eﬀect, showing a thermal cut-oﬀ frequency in the MHz range, while
the solid line denotes the eﬀect of charge carriers at higher frequencies.
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Figure 3.2: Frequency-modulation response of a singlemode AlGaAs
DFB laser at 842 nm [107]. At low frequencies, the FM response is
mainly governed by thermal eﬀects (dashed line). Above 10 MHz, the
solid line denotes the carrier-density eﬀect.

3.2.2

Intersubband semiconductor lasers

In QCLs, the picture is fundamentally diﬀerent. Unlike interband transitions, the gain curve of intersubband transitions is symmetric. As shown
in Figure 3.1, the associated refractive index is independent in that case
of the carrier density at the gain peak, which results in a zero, or close-tozero alpha parameter [120, 121]. The tuning of the optical frequency -or
wavelength- of DFB-QCLs is therefore mainly governed by the temperature dependence of the average refractive index of the active region, with
a typical tuning-rate on the order of 1/λ dλ/dT = 7 · 10−5 1/K [26]. This
value leads to temperature tuning coeﬃcients βT = ∆ν/∆T on the order
of 4.5 GHz/K at 4.6 µm and 2.8 GHz/K at 8 µm.
The eﬀect of the injection current on the laser frequency tuning can
then be inferred from Eq. 3.7:
∆ν = βT ∆T = βT Rth ∆P

(3.7)

where Rth is the thermal resistance and ∆P is the dissipated electrical
power (defined in Eq. 3.8 as a function of the current modulation ∆i, bias
current i0 , voltage U0 , and diﬀerential resistance Rd ).
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∆P = (U0 + Rd i0 )∆i + Rd ∆i2

(3.8)

The current tuning coeﬃcients depends on both the thermal resistance
and the electrical characteristics of the QCLs. Typical values are comprised
between 200 MHz/mA and 1 GHz/mA.
While the picosecond carrier lifetime in QCLs allows a very fast intensity modulation above 10 GHz [46, 122], the ability to modulate the
frequency of a QCL with the drive current is limited by the thermal time
constants of the semiconductor structure, i.e. the time required for the
temperature to follow the modulation of the dissipated electrical power.

3.3

Frequency-modulation characterization

Several methods can be used to measure the frequency modulation response
of a laser such as Fabry-Perot [107] or Michelson [123] interferometers.
Here, the frequency response of QCLs under direct current modulation
was measured using single-pass direct absorption spectroscopy, as shown
in Figure 3.3. The QCL beam passes through a cell filled with a reference gas at low pressure, e.g. carbon dioxide (CO2 ) or carbon monoxide
(CO). The emission frequency is tuned to the flank of the respective molecular absorption line, which acts as a frequency-sensitive element. At this
point, the frequency fluctuations of the laser are converted into intensity
fluctuations that are detected with a photodiode.
Laser Mod. input
Driver
i0 + imod

Ref.

Gas cell

Lock-in
amplifer

Input

Detector

QCL

(b)
Transmission

(a)

Frequency

Figure 3.3: (a) FM response measurement setup. The frequency excursion ∆ν of the optical carrier at 4.55 µm (ν ≈ 66 THz) is measured as
a function of the current modulation frequency fm . (b) Frequency-tointensity conversion principle.

The conversion factor, or frequency discriminator, is given by the slope
of the absorption line. Similar setups were used for frequency-noise char24
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acterization of free-running mid-IR [52, 124] and THz [125] QCLs and a
complete description can be found in Chapter 4.
For the measurements presented here, the current of the QCLs was
modulated from 100 Hz up to several MHz and the associated laser frequency modulation was measured in magnitude and phase using a lock-in
amplifier. A small sinusoidal modulation imod on the order of 0.2 mA peakto-peak was used in order to keep the laser frequency in the linear range of
the molecular absorption line and avoid any distortion of the output signal.
The current driver and the photodiode benefit from bandwidths of several MHz and more than 50 MHz, respectively, and allow the measurement
of the frequency modulation response up to several MHz without introducing any additional roll-oﬀ. Nevertheless, the laser intensity modulation
response measured by detuning the laser out of the resonance was used to
scale the magnitude and compensate for the slight phase shift introduced
by the current driver at higher frequencies so that it reflects the dynamic
response of the laser frequency only, as in Ref. [126].
Two QCLs from diﬀerent suppliers were characterized and compared.
The first one is the same ridge waveguide DFB-QCL used in Ref. [52]
and Chapter 4 (epi-side up), emitting at 4.55 µm. The second one is a
4.33 µm ridge-waveguide DFB-QCL from Hamamatsu Photonics (epi-side
down). The measurements of this second device were performed in Italy,
at LENS (European Laboratory for Nonlinear Spectroscopy). These two
devices are labeled QCL1 and QCL2 respectively, and their main characteristics are listed in Table 3.1. QCL1 was mounted in a cryostat and its
frequency-response was measured over a broad temperature range, from
283 K down to 95 K. QCL2 was mounted in a sealed package and its
frequency response was measured at 285 K.

Device Supplier

λ

epi-side ith 1

i0 1

QCL1
QCL2

4.55 µm
4.33 µm

up
down

350 mA 5 mW
710 mA 5 mW

1

Alpes Lasers
Hamamatsu

300 mA
660 mA

at 283 K
Table 3.1: QCLs used for FM response measurements.
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3.4

Frequency-modulation response

The frequency modulation response of QCL1 and QCL2 under direct current modulation is disclosed in Figure 3.4(a) and Figure 3.4(b), respectively.
The two devices show similar a behavior. In the high-frequency region, a
clear roll-oﬀ of -20 dB/decade and its associated phase shift are observed,
in both cases beyond 200 kHz. In the low-frequency region, it is important
to note that the frequency-response is not flat and diﬀers from a first order
low-pass filter. Indeed, a roll-oﬀ of a few dB/decade in the magnitude as
well as a non-negligible phase shift are observed above a few hundred Hz
already.
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Figure 3.4: Relative frequency-modulation response of (a) QCL1 (at
283 K and 85 K) and (b) QCL2 (at 283 K) under direct current modulation (∆ipp = 0.2 mA) and fitted model (dashed lines). The phase
shift between frequency- and current-modulation is shown in the inset.
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At room-temperature, the frequency-modulation bandwidth of QCL2
is slightly higher than the one of QCL1. The frequency at which the phase
shift reaches -45◦ is 200 kHz for QCL1 and 300 kHz for QCL2 while the
attenuation of the tuning coeﬃcient is pretty strong and reaches a factor of
2 with respect to the DC value already at modulation frequencies lower than
100 kHz. It is important to note that one order of magnitude separates
the -45◦ and -3dB frequencies, which supports the observation that the
dynamic-response is not governed by a simple one-pole low-pass filter.
The dynamic response of QCL1 was also measured over a broad temperature range, from 283 K down to 85 K, and is reported in Figure 3.4(a)
for these two temperature values. We observe that when the temperature is lowered, the modulation bandwidth increases and both the lowfrequency roll-oﬀ and phase shift become smaller. The -45◦ frequency increases from 200 kHz at room-temperature up to 400 kHz at 85 K. Moreover, the dynamic response at 85 K is qualitatively closer to a first order
low-pass filter, with a weaker roll-oﬀ in the low-frequency range.

3.5

Thermal model

In order to have a deeper understanding of the observed dynamic responses
and especially of the roll-oﬀ and phase shift at low frequency, a thermal
model was used to fit the experimental data in magnitude and phase.
A similar behavior was observed with interband semiconductor DFB
lasers (see Figure 3.2), and various analytical models were derived [107,
115, 116] in order to explain the thermal dynamics in these structures. In
contrast to previous analytical models, a simple thermal response R(f ) (Eq.
3.9) consisting of three cascaded first-order low-pass filters of characteristics
frequencies fi (Eq. 3.10) is considered here. The model is illustrated in
Figure 3.5.
3
�
∆T
Ri
R(f ) =
(f ) =
∆P
1 + j ffi
i=1

fi =

1
2πRi Ci

(3.9)

(3.10)

The fitted model is plotted along with the measured frequency modulation responses in Figure 3.4 and shows a good agreement with both the
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Q

(1)

TA

R1

C1

R2

C2

R3

C3

(2)

(3)

T0

Figure 3.5: Left: simplified cross-section of the QCL: (1) active region,
(2) cladding, (3) substrate. Right: Thermal model. TA is the average
temperature of the active region, T0 the heat-sink temperature, Q the
heat flux, Ri the thermal resistances, and Ci the thermal capacitances.

magnitude and phase of the experimental data. Assuming that the output
frequency of the laser is a direct image of the average temperature in the
active region and that the current modulation induces a proportional variation of the electrical power dissipated in the device, the frequency tuning
response therefore also reflects the laser thermal response. The model parameters allow the identification of the diﬀerent thermal time constants of
the system and their relative contributions ri (Eq. 3.11), defined by:
ri =

Ri
3
�
Ri

(3.11)

i=1

The three characteristic frequencies determined from the model (f1 , f2 ,
f3 ) are reported with their respective normalized weights (r1 , r2 , r3 ) in
Table 3.2 for QCL1 and QCL2 at 283 K. The three characteristic frequencies are higher in QCL2, which is in agreement with the higher overall
modulation bandwidth observed in this device.
The highest cut-oﬀ frequency, on the order of f1 ≈ 200 kHz (time constant shorter than 1 µs) reflects the heat dissipation in the small volume
of the active region itself, along the planes of the heterostructure. The second characteristic frequency f2 ≈ 20 kHz likely corresponds to the heating
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Device

f1

r1

f2

r2

f3

r3

QCL1
QCL2

200 kHz
353 kHz

0.46
0.49

16 kHz
46 kHz

0.31
0.29

550 Hz
900 Hz

0.23
0.22

Table 3.2: Cut-oﬀ frequencies fi and relative contributions ri of QCL1
and QCL2 at 283K.

due to heat extraction perpendicular to the planes of the heterostructure
and through the waveguide layers. Indeed, the lower cross-plane thermal
conductivity compared to the in-plane value [104], the additional thermal
resistivity of the cladding layers and the larger associated volume contribute
to this second longer thermal time constant. Finally, a third characteristic
frequency f3 lying below 1 kHz is attributed to the heat extraction through
the substrate and the soldering which represent a relatively high thermal
inertia compared to the waveguide and active region.
These three distinct regions are illustrated in the simplified QCL cross
section in Figure 3.5. The thermal time constants are on the same order of
magnitude as simulated values for pulsed devices [105] and experimental
results on THz QCLs [127].

3.5.1

Step response

Figure 3.6 shows the measured time evolution of QCL1 optical frequency
when a step of current is applied to the laser. It illustrates the deviation
from a single exponential response.
Indeed, whereas the heating of the active region itself (τ1 ≈ 1 µs, which
cannot be resolved in the plot) and of the waveguide (τ2 ≈ 8 µs) is pretty
fast, it then takes more time (τ3 ≈ 400 µs) to reach the final temperature
because of the relatively high thermal inertia of the substrate and possibly
of the soldering. The step response corresponding to the thermal model
can be written as a sum of exponential growths (Eq. 3.12).
3
�
T (t) − T0
−t
=
ri (1 − e τi )
∆T
i=1

(3.12)

The theoretical step response is also plotted in Figure 3.6 and shows a good
agreement with the experimental data.
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Figure 3.6: Experimental (grey points) and modeled (dashed line) time
evolution of the QCL optical frequency when a current step is applied.
Inset: zoom over the first 500 µs which shows a significant deviation
from a simple 8 µs time constant exponential growth (solid line).

3.5.2

Temperature dependence

From the experimental frequency-modulation response measured at diﬀerent temperatures for QCL1 between 85 K and 283 K, the diﬀerent characteristic frequencies f1 , f2 and f3 were extracted and are plotted in Figure 3.7
as a function of the laser heat-sink temperature.
We observe that all these thermal cut-oﬀ frequencies increase when the
device is cooled down over the considered temperature range, e.g. from
200 kHz at 283 K up to 500 kHz at 85K for f1 . This is in qualitative agreement with the fact that both the thermal resistivity and the specific heat
of the semiconductor compounds of the QCL structure are monotonously
decreasing with decreasing temperature in the considered range [104, 117],
leading to higher thermal cut-oﬀ frequencies.
The values of R1 , R2 and R3 determined from the fit of the normalized
frequency responses directly give the relative contributions ri (Eq. 3.11)
of the diﬀerent thermal resistances of each part of the QCL structure to
the total thermal resistance and are shown in Figure 3.8. The contribution of the thermal resistance R1 of the active region to the total thermal
resistance is clearly dominant all over the temperature range. Moreover,
whereas it amounts to 45% at room-temperature, the contribution of R1
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reaches almost 70% of the total thermal resistance at low temperature and
explains the smaller roll-oﬀ observed in the low-frequency range at 85 K in
Figure 3.4.
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Figure 3.7: Temperature dependence of the cut-oﬀ frequencies f1 , f2
and f3 extracted from the fit of the thermal model. The error bars
represent the standard deviation σ on the fit parameters.

This behavior is attributed to the fact that the thermal resistivity of
bulk InP decreases at a faster rate than the thermal resistivity of the heterostructure when the temperature is lowered [104, 128]. The contribution
of the thermal resistance of the substrate to the total thermal resistance
becomes therefore weaker at low temperature, which increases the weight of
the fastest process (active region) in the global thermal behavior. This ob31
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servation is in agreement with the dynamic response of the cryogenic QCL
of Ref. [126] which shows a relatively flat response in the low-frequency
range and qualitatively resembles a first-order low-pass filter.
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Figure 3.8: Relative contributions r1 , r2 , r3 of the model thermal resistances to the total thermal resistance (Eq. 3.11) (standard deviation σ
given by the error bars).

3.6

Fast electrical modulation

Figure 3.9 shows the power spectrum of the laser field for a current modulation frequency fm = 15 MHz, measured using a scanning Fabry-Perot
interferometer.
As discussed in Section 3.1, the ratio of the electrical field amplitude
of the carrier to the first sidebands amplitude depends on the frequency
modulation index β and can be inferred from Eq. 3.13, where J0 (β) and
J1 (β) are the Bessel functions of the first kind of order 0 and 1, respectively.
E0
J0 (β)
=
E1
J1 (β)
32

(3.13)

3.6. Fast electrical modulation
The amplitude of the current modulation was adjusted in order to
achieve a modulation index β=1, which corresponds to a power ratio between the carrier and sidebands of (E0 /E1 )2 = (J0 (1)/J1 (1))2 = 3 (from
Eq. 3.13). In this situation, it can be inferred from Eq. 3.2 that the frequency excursion is equal to the frequency modulation and ∆f =15 MHz.
A current modulation amplitude ∆i = 2 mA was found to achieve
a modulation index of 1, which corresponds to a modulation eﬃciency
∆f /∆i = 7.5 MHz/mA. This value is in good agreement with the combination of the static current tuning coeﬃcient of ≈ 900 MHz/mA and the
frequency-modulation responses measured in Section 3.4.
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Figure 3.9: Optical spectrum measured through a Fabry-Perot interferometer for a current modulation at fm = 15 MHz and a modulation
index β = 1 (QCL temperature T = 283 K).

Fast frequency-modulation (fm = 10 − 30 MHz) is for instance required
for frequency-stabilization of lasers to high-finesse reference cavities using
the Pound-Drever-Hall scheme, which yields a maximum sensitivity for a
modulation index β = 1.08 [56]. Whereas frequency modulation is often
achieved with electro-optical modulators (EOMs) at near-IR wavelengths,
these devices are less widespread and less eﬃcient in the mid-IR spectral
region, and the measurement shows that suﬃcient frequency-modulation
above 10 MHz can be achieved with a reasonable current modulation amplitude despite the strong thermal cut-oﬀ reported in Figure 3.4.
In this case, for a current modulation of ∆i = 2 mA, the modulation of
the laser output power is on the order of ∆I = 150 µW and represents an
intensity modulation index lower than 2.5% (I0 > 6 mW).
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3.7

Conclusion and outlook

To conclude, the frequency-modulation response of two CW mid-IR DFBQCLs under direct current modulation was presented. Despite a frequencymodulation bandwidth on the order of a few hundreds of kHz, a nonnegligible roll-oﬀ and a significant phase shift appear above a few hundred
Hz already. This behavior was analyzed and linked to the thermal dynamics
in the lasers.
Although the general behavior of the two QCLs is very similar, it is
important to note that the higher cut-oﬀ frequencies measured with the
epi-side down device (QCL2) are very likely due to the junction-down
mounting of this laser, which reduces the thermal resistance and therefore
the thermal time constants. Device mounting might therefore be critical
for applications requiring high frequency-modulation bandwidth and could
be an important limiting factor for eﬃcient linewidth narrowing.
It is also worth mentioning that the model and method presented in this
chapter could be useful for the determination of the thermal physical parameters of the QCL. Indeed, whereas we focused on the dynamic behavior
and fitted relative frequency-responses, the use of the absolute frequencytuning coeﬃcients allows Ri and Ci values of the model to be retrieved and
for instance the specific heat of QCL heterostructures to be assessed. From
the obtained experimental values ri and fi , the total thermal capacity of
each portion of the model is indeed given by:
Ci =

1
2πfi ri Rth

(3.14)

where Rth is the total thermal resistance of the QCL. For QCL1, the thermal capacities of the active region C1 , the cladding layers C2 and the
substrate C3 calculated from Eq. 3.14 are shown in Table 3.3 (T = 300 K,
Rth =14 K/W).
The theoretical thermal capacities can be calculated from the volume
V and the specific heat of InP c = 0.3 J/g · K at 300 K [117]. For the
substrate (cross section of 150 · 150 µm2 , length of 3 mm), we find a thermal
capacity of C3 = cρV3 = 9.7 · 10−5 J/K, which is in excellent agreement
with the value obtained from the dynamic measurements of Table 3.3. The
same comment applies to the cladding layers. Assuming a cross-section of
≈ 200 µm2 , a value of C2 = cρV2 = 1 · 10−6 J/K is found, which is in fair
agreement with the value of Table 3.3.
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i

fi

ri

Ci

1
2
3

200 kHz
16 kHz
550 Hz

0.46
0.31
0.23

1.2 · 10−7 J/K
2.3 · 10−6 J/K
8.9 · 10−5 J/K

Table 3.3: Calculated thermal capacities of QCL1 from the experimental
values at 300 K and a total thermal resistance Rth = 14 K/W.

The specific heat of the heterostructure can now be calculated from
the experimental value of C1 . Considering a cross-section of the active
region on the order of 15 µm2 , we find a specific heat of cheterostructure =
C1 /(ρV1 ) ≈ 0.55 J/(g · K), which is slightly higher than the value of bulk
InP and other III-V semiconductor compounds [117].
Finally, this chapter raises the question of frequency modulation of
QCLs at higher frequency (> 100 MHz) when the thermal tuning becomes
negligible. Indeed, frequency-modulation spectroscopy at 300 MHz was
achieved in Ref. [129], and some frequency modulation due to carrier density could possibly occur, especially if laser operation is not centered at the
gain peak.
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Chapter 4
Spectral purity of mid-IR
QCLs
Although lasers are generally considered as monochromatic light sources,
their emission linewidth is at some extent not infinitely narrow. In other
words, the frequency -or energy- of the emitted photons fluctuates in time,
either because of external perturbations or fluctuations that are intrinsic
to the physics of the devices themselves. This chapter treats the spectral
purity of continuous-wave mid-IR distributed-feedback QCLs at 4.6 µm.
First of all, the design of a low-noise current source is presented. QCLs
are electrically pumped semiconductor lasers and a stable injection current
is required for low-noise operation. Diﬀerent solutions are compared and
their limitations are discussed. Secondly, the diﬀerent methods that were
used to access the frequency of the mid-IR radiation (66 THz at 4.6 µm)
will be presented. Such a high frequency cannot be indeed directly resolved by any electronic device and frequency-to-intensity conversion was
used through interferometric and spectroscopic techniques. In this chapter, the focus is put on a method based on absorption spectroscopy and its
optimization. Frequency-noise measurements of room-temperature devices
are then disclosed. Finally, the impact of the driving electronics on the
spectral purity of QCLs is assessed. This last part shows how the eﬀect of
noisy electronics can drastically degrade the spectral properties of QCLs
and that great care must be taken in order to achieve narrow linewidths.
Finally, the results are compared to the state-of-the-art QCLs and conventional interband semiconductor laser diodes.
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4.1

Low-noise electronics for QCLs

This section treats the design and realization of low-noise electronics to
drive QCLs. The relatively high operating voltage intrinsic to QCLs, on
the order of 10 V to more than 15 V depending on the wavelength and
design, imposes several limitations compared to current sources dedicated
at driving conventional interband semiconductor laser diodes (U = 1-2 V).
Even though commercial solutions reaching reasonable current-noise levels
can nowadays be bought oﬀ the shelf, their availability was simply inexistent when the first experiments related to the present work were carried
out, and a low-noise current source was developed.

4.1.1

Custom and commercial low-noise solutions

A couple of diﬀerent current drivers have been used all along this work.
The first experiments were carried out using a home-made solution based
on the Libbrecht-Hall design [130]. As shown in Section 4.1.4, this current
driver enabled extremely low levels of current noise to be reached, on the
order of 300 pA/Hz1/2 . This value is still state-of-the-art today, and is
only approached but not equaled by the best available commercial solutions. In order to perform the frequency-noise measurements at cryogenic
temperature reported in Chapter 5, another current source also based on
the Libbrecht-Hall design was used. This solution was provided through a
collaboration with TU-Darmstadt (TUD) and mainly enabled reaching a
higher compliance voltage. Finally, the stabilization experiments of Chapter 6 were carried out using a commercial solution from Wavelength Electronics (model QCL500). In this case the compliance voltage is even higher
and this source can withstand up to 23 V at a drive current of 500 mA,
while still delivering a reasonably low current noise of 1 nA/Hz1/2 .
Driver

Maximum
current

Maximum
voltage

Current noise Modulation
density
bandwidth

Home-made
TU Darmstadt
WE QCL500

400 mA
500 mA
500 mA

12 V
15 V
23 V

300 pA/Hz1/2
650 pA/Hz1/2
1 nA/Hz1/2

Table 4.1: Overview of the low-noise current drivers.
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The main characteristics of the three drivers are reported in Table 4.1.
Other solutions -not considered here- are available on the market but tend
to show current noise spectral densities up to two orders of magnitude
higher than the figures presented in this chapter, and can hardly be considered as low-noise devices.

4.1.2

QCL driver design

The current source design is based on the Libbrecht-Hall circuit [130] which
was modified to suit the relatively high compliance-voltage required to drive
QCLs. The core of the current driver consists of the output stage shown
in Figure 4.1. An operational amplifier in negative feedback configuration
controls the gate voltage of a MOSFET, and therefore the current flowing
through the transistor so that the negative diﬀerential input equals the
control voltage Vc . The voltage drop across the sense resistor Rs is a direct
c
image of the current i0 = VregR−V
, which is therefore set by the control
s
voltage Vc within the dynamic range of the operational amplifier. The
control voltage Vc can be provided in an analog manner using a stable
voltage reference and appropriate filtering, or completely digitally via a
microcontroller for remote control [131]. A low temperature-coeﬃcient
resistor must be used (≈ ppm/K) in order to guarantee a high long-term
current stability.
Vreg
Vs

Rs
i0

Vc

Vds

+
RL

VL

Figure 4.1: Current driver output stage. Vreg : regulated voltage, Vc :
control voltage, Rs : sense resistor, Vds : drain-source voltage, VL : load
voltage, i0 : drive current.

The main challenge when it comes to driving QCLs is the significantly
higher voltage VL compared to conventional interband semiconductor laser
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diodes. The sum of the voltage drops in Figure 4.1 is equal to the regulated
voltage Vreg (see Eq. 4.1), and this relation sets an upper current limit that
cannot be exceeded.
Vreg = Rs i0 + Vds + VL

(4.1)

Considering Vreg = 18 V, which is generally the maximum supply voltage for low-noise operational amplifiers, a drive current of 500 mA and a
voltage of 15 V, one easily understands that a low value of Rs is required
in order to allow a suﬃcient dynamic voltage range for the QCL and the
MOSFET.

4.1.3

Theoretical noise limit

In absence of any technical perturbation, the lowest limit of current-noise
achievable by this scheme is defined by the combination of the thermal noise
of the sense resistor Rs and the input-referred noise floor of the operational
amplifier un . The expression of the total current-noise power spectral density (PSD) i2n is given by Eq. 4.2 where kB is Boltzman constant and T is
the temperature.
i2n

4kB T
=
+
Rs

�

un
Rs

�2

(4.2)

Figure 4.2 shows the lowest limit of current-noise PSD as a function
of the sense resistor for un = 1 nV/Hz1/2 , which is a typical value of
input-referred voltage noise for the best low-noise operational amplifiers.
It is quite clear from this figure that the highest sense resistor should be
used in order to minimize both the thermal noise and the impact of the
operational amplifier input noise.
Even though a sense resistor of 50 Ω was used to drive interband laser
diodes up to 200 mA with voltage drops of a few volts in the original
circuit [130], the picture is completely diﬀerent when it comes to QCLs
since voltages greater than 10 V are required to bias their structure. As
explained before (Eq. 4.1) the voltage drop across the sense resistor must
be suﬃciently low so that a suﬃcient dynamic is allowed for the voltage
drop across the MOSFET Vds and the load VL . Sense resistors below 10 Ω
were used in both the home-made and TUD drivers, which sets a physical
limit of current-noise on the order of 200 pA/Hz1/2 .
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Figure 4.2: Theoretical current-noise limit as a function of the sense
resistor Rs for a typical opamp input-referred noise un = 1 nV/Hz1/2 .

Another important point that sticks out of the graph is that the inputreferred voltage noise of the operational amplifier is the main contributor
to the total current noise for low Rs values. In the case of driving highvoltage loads (like QCLs), the role of the operational amplifier is therefore
crucial in order to achieve the best performances in terms of current noise.

4.1.4

Current noise

The current noise spectral density of the diﬀerent QCL drivers is shown
in Figure 4.3 for Fourier frequencies ranging from 100 Hz to 100 kHz. In
each case it was measured across a 30 Ω resistor at a current of 350 mA,
corresponding to a voltage drop of 10.5 V. An FFT spectrum analyzer was
used to measure the voltage noise spectral density across the 30 Ω resistor.
These measurements
the thermal current noise of the
� are neither limited by
1/2
resistor, which is 4kB T /R = 30 pA/Hz , neither by the FFT spectrum
analyzer noise floor.
In each case, the current noise spectral density is relatively flat in the
considered frequency range and only a couple of spikes can be observed
at low frequencies. In terms of current noise level, the QCL500 driver
from Wavelength Electronics meets its specification of 1 nA/Hz1/2 and the
lowest current noise of 300 pA/Hz1/2 was achieved with the home-made
QCL driver, which represents an RMS relative stability lower than 1 ppm
over a 100 kHz bandwidth. This latter result is in good agreement with the
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Figure 4.3: Current-noise spectra of the diﬀerent low-noise QCL drivers
(I0 = 350 mA, U0 = 10.5 V).

theoretical limit computed from Eq. 4.2 and Figure 4.2 and shows that the
performances of the driver are not limited by any technical contribution.
Moreover, the level of current noise is still one order of magnitude lower
than recently published values for a low-noise QCL driver [132]. All those
current drivers are suitable for low-noise operation of QCLs.

4.1.5

Modulation bandwidth

The ability to modulate the injection current of a QCL in order to generate
either intensity or frequency modulation is important in many applications.
Intensity modulation can be used for optical communications [45] and frequency modulation is required for advanced techniques in gas-sensing [129].
The current modulation response of the diﬀerent current drivers was measured using lock-in detection of the voltage across a 30 Ω resistor as a
function of the current modulation frequency.
The results are shown in Figure 4.4. Despite their diﬀerent modulation
input coeﬃcient (100 mA/V for QCL500 and 1 mA/V for the others), in
each case the current can be easily modulated up to several MHz and the
responses do not depend the current modulation amplitudes (assessed from
100 µApp up to 10 mApp ). However, an important phase-shift between the
current and input modulation voltage is observed above 2 MHz. The dip
around 200 kHz in the modulation response of the TUD and home-made
drivers is attributed to a resonance in the output coupling inductor.
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Figure 4.4: Current modulation responses in magnitude and phase of
diﬀerent QCL current controllers.

4.2
4.2.1

Measurement of mid-IR frequencies
Molecular spectroscopy of carbon monoxide

The frequency of the QCLs is measured using a molecular absorption line
at low pressure acting as an optical frequency discriminator [49–52]. Carbon monoxide (CO) is used in our set-up as a result of the good spectral
overlap between the QCL emission wavelength λ = 4.6 µm and the fundamental (0-1) vibrational band of CO. With a proper adjustment of the laser
temperature, the laser wavelength coincides with the R(14) ro-vibrational
transition of CO at 2196.6 cm−1 .
Owing to the strong absorption of the CO fundamental vibrational band
(the linestrength of the R(14) line is 2.01 · 10−19 cm−1 /(molecule cm−2 )), a
single pass absorption cell with a pathlength as short as 1 cm is suﬃcient
to produce a large absorption. Figure 4.5 (a) shows a simulation of the
transmission through a 1 cm long cell at diﬀerent CO pressures. Spectroscopic parameters from HITRAN2008 database [133] have been used to
compute the CO Voigt lineshape. For faster computation, the analytical
approximation of the Voigt profile given by Whiting [134] has been used.
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Figure 4.5: (a) Simulated transmission for the R(14) absorption line of
CO at 2196.6 cm−1 through a 1 cm long cell filled with pure CO for
various pressures. (b) Corresponding frequency-to-amplitude conversion factor.

From the computed transmission curves, the frequency-to-amplitude
conversion factor, which is also referred to as the discriminator slope, has
been determined as a function of the laser detuning (Figure 4.5 (b)). The
maximum discriminator slope is achieved in the steepest part of the CO
transmission curve. Figure 4.6 (a) shows how the cell filling can be optimized to maximize the discriminator slope. The optimal CO pressure is
6 mbar for a 1 cm long cell.
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Figure 4.6: (a) Discriminator slope corresponding to the R(14) absorption line of CO as a function of the gas pressure (1 cm gas cell filled
with pure CO). (b) Spectral width (defined at 10% of the peak value)
of the CO frequency discriminator as a function of the CO pressure.

4.2.2

Frequency-noise measurement setup

The experimental set-up used for the measurement of frequency-noise of
QCLs is shown in Figure 4.7. The QCL beam is collimated with an aspheric
ZnSe lens and propagates through a 1 cm long gas cell filled with pure CO.
The cell pressure was generally on the order of 20 mbar in our experiments.
This is larger than the optimal pressure of 6 mbar determined from Figure 4.6 (a). However, the flank of the CO line remains steep enough to
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provide a suﬃcient frequency-to-intensity conversion even at high Fourier
frequencies.
The laser is tuned to the flank of the CO absorption profile, where
the frequency fluctuations are converted into intensity fluctuations by the
frequency-dependent transmission. After the cell, another ZnSe lens focuses the transmitted light onto a low-noise liquid-nitrogen-cooled HgCdTe
detector (Kolmar Technologies MPV11, 20 MHz bandwidth). The detector
signal, which is a direct image of the QCL frequency variations, is analyzed
with an FFT spectral analyzer (Stanford Research System SRS770) for low
Fourier frequencies (up to 100 kHz) and with an electrical spectrum analyzer (ESA), model Agilent E4407B, at higher frequencies.
ZnSe
lens

ZnSe
lens

4.6 μm
QCL

Current source

Spectral analysis
Gas cell
99.9% CO
P = 20 mbar
L = 1 cm

LN2-cooled
HgCdTe photodiode

Figure 4.7: Frequency-noise measurement setup based on single-pass
absorption spectroscopy of carbon monoxide (CO).

In order to achieve a good spectral resolution over the entire considered
frequency range, each measured spectrum is obtained from the combination of several FFT and ESA spectra taken for each frequency decade. The
frequency-noise PSD is then obtained using the conversion factor given by
the discriminator slope, which is determined from the transmission obtained by scanning the laser through the CO line. Typical values of 2030 mV/MHz are obtained with this setup.
The measured absorption profile of carbon monoxide when the laser is
scanned through the line (here R(14)) is shown in Figure 4.8. The frequency axis was calibrated using a Fabry-Perot (1 GHz FSR) reference
cavity in order to assess the frequency excursion of the QCL. The experimental results (solid line) are in very good agreement with the simulated
spectrum (crosses) from the HITRAN database. The inset of Figure 4.8
shows a zoom on the linear region of the absorption line as well as a linear fit of the data. An excellent linearity can be observed over more than
100 MHz which guarantees a constant frequency-to-intensity conversion in
this frequency range.
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Figure 4.8: Experimental (solid line) and simulated (crosses) absorption
profile of carbon monoxide R(14) line (99.9% CO, 20 mbar, 1 cm path
length) as a function of the detuning from the line center (2196.6 cm−1 ).
The arrow represents the laser operating point. Inset: zoom on the
linear region and linear fit (dashed line).

4.3

4.3.1

Frequency-noise of 4.6 µm QCLs at room
temperature
Results from molecular absorption line

The first measurements were carried out with a DFB ridge-waveguide QCL
provided by Alpes Lasers SA emitting at 4.6 µm in CW at room temperature (sbcw2689). The QCL was mounted on a thermo-electric cooler and
was operated at 278 K with a drive current i0 = 350 mA (ith = 300 mA).
The frequency-noise PSD of this device is shown in Figure 4.9. It reveals
the presence of 1/f (or flicker) noise all the way up to 10 MHz, with a
noise level of 107 Hz2 /Hz at 1 kHz and below 100 Hz2 /Hz at 10 MHz. The
contribution of the laser intensity noise and the contribution of the laser
driver are also shown in Figure 4.9.
The contribution of the intensity noise was measured by tuning the laser
oﬀ resonance and the contribution of the current driver noise was obtained
by combining its current noise spectrum with the dynamic response of the
laser shown in Chapter 3. Figure 4.9 shows that neither the laser intensity noise nor the laser driver contributions limit the measured frequency
noise at Fourier frequencies below 100 kHz, which can thus be attributed
to the laser itself. The cut-oﬀ observed in the contribution of the laser
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Frequency noise PSD [Hz²/Hz]

driver above 100 kHz corresponds to the bandwidth of the laser frequency
dynamic response (see Chapter 3).
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Figure 4.9: Frequency-noise PSD of a 4.6 µm distributed-feedback QCL
operated at 283 K in CW. The contributions of the driver current noise
and intensity noise are shown as well.

At higher Fourier frequencies, the measurement is aﬀected by additional
technical noise, also present in the intensity noise spectrum. This excess
noise is very likely induced by the current driver, whose noise contribution
was evaluated on a resistive load and can behave diﬀerently on the QCL
capacitive load. Despite this excess technical noise, the laser frequency
noise decreases significantly all the way up to 10 MHz. Moreover, the
general trend seems to change from the 1/f slope observed at low frequency
into a steeper slope above 10 kHz. A transition to 1/f 2 has been reported
as well for a 4.33 µm QCL operated at cryogenic temperature [51] and
attributed to the thermal cut-oﬀ in the laser structure [126].
Although the measurement is limited by the detector bandwidth of
20 MHz and the white frequency-noise level cannot be clearly observed
in the measurement, an upper limit of 100 Hz2 /Hz can be inferred from
Figure 4.9. This quantity is directly related to the intrinsic linewidth of
the laser, arising from quantum noise, and will be discussed in more details
in Section 4.3.4.
A second ridge-waveguide QCL from the same fabrication and operating in slightly diﬀerent conditions (i0 = 400 mA, T0 = −5◦ C) was also
characterized and yielded very similar results.
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4.3.2

Results from Fabry-Perot interferometer

The frequency-noise spectra obtained through the molecular frequency discriminator were validated using a second measurement method. A 15 cm
long Fabry-Perot interferometer (1 GHz FSR) was used as a frequency-tointensity converter. The inset of Figure 4.11 shows the transmission profile
of the interferometer which was measured by scanning the QCL frequency.
A 5 MHz full width at half maximum (FWHM) linewidth can be inferred
for the Fabry-Perot cavity, which corresponds to a finesse F = 200.
(a)

Laser
Driver

Mod.
input

PI

2f out.

Lock-in
amplifer

Input

(b)

Ref.

Detector

36 kHz mod.

0
0

QCL
Fabry-Perot

Frequency

Figure 4.10: (a) Frequency-noise measurement setup with a Fabry-Perot
interferometer and 2f detection scheme (fm = 36 kHz). (b) Diagram
of the Fabry-Perot transmission (top) and 2f signal (bottom) showing
the locking point (red dot).

Because of the relatively narrow resonance, a slow feedback loop was
implemented in order to compensate any temperature drift of the laser
relative to the interferometer and keep the QCL frequency tuned to the
side of the resonance during the measurement time. This was implemented
using wavelength modulation at fm = 36 kHz and demodulation of the
2nd harmonic of the transmitted signal with a lock-in amplifier (1 s time
constant). This signal cancels out at the resonance flank and was used as
an error signal for the slow stabilization. Side-of-fringe locking could not
be used in this case because of the AC-coupling of the detector.
The resulting frequency-noise spectrum is shown in Figure 4.11. Except
the peak at 36 kHz, which is due to the modulation applied for the slow
stabilization, the experimental results are in very good agreement with
the frequency-noise PSD measured with the CO frequency discriminator
(Figure 4.9). Below 100 kHz, 1/f -type noise is dominant and reaches
107 Hz2 /Hz at 1 kHz as well. Above 100 kHz, a transition to a steeper
slope is also observed and is very likely due to a thermal filtering of the
noise generation processes [126].
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The cut-oﬀ frequency of the detector (Teledyne Judson J15D) can be
observed above 1 MHz and this set of data is not exploitable at high frequencies. Moreover, it is important to point out that the cut-oﬀ frequency
of the Fabry-Perot cavity is on the order of 2.5 MHz (FWHM/2) and does
not aﬀect the frequency-noise measurement in the considered frequency
range.
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Figure 4.11: Frequency-noise PSD measured with a Fabry-Perot interferometer. Inset: transmitted signal through the Fabry-Perot interferometer (dots) and fit to a Voigt profile (solid line).

4.3.3

Calculated and experimental linewidths

Figure 4.12 shows the heterodyne beat signal between two DFB-QCLs
recorded over a 4 ms sweep time. The beat signal was obtained with the
same ridge-waveguide DFB QCL used for the frequency-noise measurements of section 4.2.2 and another similar device from the same fabrication
run. The beams of the two QCLs were collimated, combined using a 50-50
beam-splitter and focused on a fast photodetector (1 GHz bandwidth).
The FWHM linewidth of the beat signal, which represents the convoluted linewidth of the two QCLs, is on the order of 1 MHz. The inset of
Figure 4.12 shows the FWHM linewidth of one QCL calculated from the
experimental frequency-noise spectrum using the formalism described in
Chapter 2 [66] as a function of the observation time. A linewidth of 550 kHz
50
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Figure 4.12: Heterodyne beat signal (FWHM linewidth of 1 MHz)
between two identical room-temperature 4.6 µm distributed-feedback
QCLs (4 ms sweep time). Inset: FWHM linewidth calculated from the
frequency noise spectrum versus observation time.

4.3.4

Schawlow-Townes linewidth

The intrinsic linewidth, or Schawlow-Tones limit given by Eq. 4.3 [55,
59], is directly related to the laser white frequeny-noise component Sw
by ∆νST = πSw [62].
∆νST =

vg2 hνnsp αtot αm (1 + α2 )
4πP0

(4.3)

As mentioned in Chapter 3, the linewidth enhancement factor α is close
to zero in QCLs and notably lower than in other semiconductor lasers
(typical value in the range 2-10 [135]). Theoretical considerations about
the intrinsic linewidth in QCLs have also led to the modified SchawlowTownes formula introduced by Yamanishi and co-workers [136].
The Schawlow-Townes linewidth can be computed from Eq. 4.3 where
the total losses αtot (mirror and waveguide losses) and the mirror losses
αm must be known. While the total losses can be straightforwardly determined in a Fabry-Perot laser, this is not the case in a DFB laser as the
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reflectivity along the entire grating (αDF B ) has to be accounted for. In
order to estimate the total losses in our DFB, its threshold current was
compared to the one of a similar Fabry-Perot device. Assuming similar
waveguide losses αwg = 4.5 cm−1 in both cases (measured by the manufacturer on Fabry-Perot devices) and using typical values of the laser parameters provided by the manufacturer, the losses of the grating are estimated
to αDF B = 1.47 cm−1 . The estimated losses are in good agreement with
literature data [137] for a 9 µm QCL (αwg = 6.7 cm−1 , αDF B = 0.7 cm−1 ).
Assuming a spontaneous emission coeﬃcient nsp = 1, an optical power
P0 = 6 mW and α = 0, an intrinsic linewidth ∆νST = 380 Hz is calculated.
This result is on the order of the value obtained from the upper limit of
white frequency-noise Sw ≈ 100 Hz2 /Hz (see Figure 4.9), yielding an intrinsic linewidth ∆νST = πSw = 320 Hz, and similar to the intrinsic linewidth
reported for a cryogenic QCL at 4.33 µm [51] and a room-temperature
device at 4.36 µm [124].

4.4

Impact of the driving electronics

Frequency noise PSD [Hz2/Hz]

This section treats the impact of the driving electronics noise on the spectral properties of QCLs. As discussed before, sub-MHz linewidths can be
achieved for QCLs in the 4-5 µm range. However, these results were obtained with low-noise current drivers (home-made solution of Section 4.1
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Figure 4.13: Frequency-noise PSD measured with diﬀerent current-noise
spectral densities of 350 pA/Hz1/2 (Driver1) and 2 nA/Hz1/2 (Driver2).
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(a)

Frequency noise PSD [Hz2/Hz]

showing a current noise lower than 350 pA/Hz1/2 , labeled Driver1 here)
and the picture is very diﬀerent in case noisy electronics is used. As shown
in Figure 4.13, when a noisier current is used to supply the QCL (modified interband laser diode controller with a current noise of ≈ 3nA/Hz1/2 ,
labeled Driver2), the additional noise induces fluctuations of the laser chip
temperature, and therefore of the optical frequency. The white current
noise is filtered by the dynamic response of the QCL (Chapter 3) with
a tuning coeﬃcient of 900 MHz/mA at low frequency, and results in an
increase of the frequency-noise PSD. The thermal cut-oﬀ can be observed
above a few hundreds kHz and both frequency-noise PSDs finally tend to
the same value above 3 MHz.
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Figure 4.14: (a) Simulation of the laser frequency noise corresponding
to diﬀerent current noise spectral densities (white current noise is considered). The red curve represents the 1/f modeled frequency noise of
the QCL. (b) Calculated laser linewidth (FWHM) as a function of the
driver current noise spectral density.
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The increase of the QCL frequency noise due to the current noise leads
to a broadening of the laser linewidth. In the present case, the laser
linewidth broadens from 550 kHz (Driver 1) to 2 MHz (Driver 2) for an
observation time of 5 ms. While the linewidth broadening is rather moderate in that case, it can become dramatic for laser drivers with a higher
current noise. Based on the formalism of Section 2.2.3 [66], the broadening
of the QCL linewidth was calculated as a function of the current noise.
The contribution of diﬀerent levels of white current noise was added to the
modeled 1/f -like frequency noise PSD (107 Hz2 /Hz at 1 kHz) using a frequency tuning coeﬃcient of 900 MHz/mA and a thermal cut-oﬀ frequency
of 100 kHz. The results are shown in Figure 4.14 (a). These results are in
good agreement with the experimental spectra of Figure 4.13.
The dependence of the FWHM linewidth on the current noise spectral
density is shown in Figure 4.14 (b) for an observation time of 10 ms. While
the linewidth is almost not aﬀected for current noise densities lower than
1 nA/Hz1/2 , it drastically broadens for larger current noise, at a rate of
1.6 MHz/(nA/Hz1/2 ). The calculated linewidth reaches for instance almost
100 MHz for a current noise density of 50 nA/Hz1/2 . These results illustrate
how a noisy laser driver can deteriorate the linewidth of a QCL and show
that great care must be taken if a narrow-linewidth emission is required.

4.5
4.5.1

State-of-the-art
Free-running mid-IR QCLs

A few other frequency noise measurements of QCLs in the 4-5 µm range
have been reported in the literature and are listed in Table 4.2. Bartalini
et al. reported the frequency noise and intrinsic linewidth of a distributedfeedback QCL operated at cryogenic temperature (85 K) and emitting at
4.33 µm [51] (supplied by Alpes Lasers). A gas cell filled with CO2 was
used as a frequency discriminator.
Then we reported the frequency-noise spectrum of DFB-QCLs operated
at room-temperature [52] (outcome of this chapter). Surprisingly, the frequency noise of these two lasers was two orders of magnitude lower than the
one of the cryogenic QCL of Ref. [51], leading to a one order of magnitude
narrower linewidth.
Our observation of a sub-MHz free-running linewidths with room temperature devices was followed by a similar result reported by Bartalini
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Ref

λ [µm]

Grating

Top [K]

FWHM

Supplier

[51]
[52]
[124]
[138]
[139]

4.33
4.55
4.36
4.48-4.55
4.5

DFB
DFB
DFB
DFB
EC

85
277
288
128-303

7 MHz
0.6 MHz
0.4 MHz
0.8 - 10 MHz
4 MHz

Alpes Lasers
Alpes Lasers
Hamamatsu
Alpes Lasers
Daylight Solutions

Table 4.2: Overview of FWHM linewidths reported in literature for
QCLs emitting in the 4-5 µm range (τobs = 1 − 10 ms)

Frequency noise PSD [Hz2/Hz]

and co-workers for another DFB-QCL at 4.36 µm [124], also operated at
room-temperature, but produced in this case by Hamamatsu Photonics.
Figure 4.15 shows the frequency noise spectra of the three aforementioned
DFB-QCLs in the Fourier frequency range from 10 Hz to 100 MHz. Except a few parasitic spikes of technical origin, all the spectra show a global
trend that is governed by 1/f noise. The level of noise is very similar for
the two room-temperature devices, but two orders of magnitude higher for
the cryogenic QCL. At higher frequencies, the three lasers seem to reach a
similar white frequency noise floor.
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108

4.33 µm QCL @ 85 K (Alpes Lasers)
1/f tre
nd

106
104
102

4.36 µm QCL @ 288 K (Hamamatsu)
4.55 µm QCL @ 277 K (Alpes Lasers)

100
102

103

104

105

106

107

Frequency [Hz]
Figure 4.15: Frequency-noise PSD of diﬀerent mid-IR distributed QCLs
in the 4-5 µm range [51, 52, 124].
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Chapter 4. Spectral purity of mid-IR QCLs
Despite the large diﬀerence of frequency-noise suggesting a possible
important influence of temperature on the spectral properties of QCLs, it
is at that point diﬃcult to draw conclusions based on these results and
take into consideration the intrinsic diﬀerences between the devices. The
influence of other parameters such as the dimensions, design and fabrication
process cannot be ruled out. The temperature dependence of the frequency
noise using a single QCL was investigated in a broad temperature range
and is described in the next chapter.
Besides single-mode distributed-feedback QCLs, the frequency-noise
properties of an external cavity QCL (EC-QCL) at 4.5 µm were also investigated using spectral analysis of the beat signal between the QCL and an
optical frequency comb [139,140]. As for the previous results, 1/f noise was
found to dominate the noise processes. The associated linewidth of 4 MHz
is significantly broader than the best results obtained with distributedfeedback QCLs.

4.5.2

Comparison to interband laser diodes

Spectral properties of interband DFB laser diodes have been extensively
investigated in the near-IR spectral region during the 80’s, and especially
for CW AlGaAsP DFB lasers emitting in the telecom bands at 1.3 and
1.5 µm. Although early measurements have shown linewidths ranging from
≈ 10 MHz [141, 142] up to more than 100 MHz [143], DFB lasers diodes at
1.3 and 1.5 µm with sub-MHz linewidths have been reported in numerous
studies [119, 144–148].
The eﬀect of various parameters of the lasers on the spectral properties was studied. The linewidth of multiple quantum-well (MQW) InGaAsP diode lasers was for instance shown to broaden with the number
of quantum wells [147]. Sub-MHz linewidhts were also demonstrated using
gratings with strong coupling constants κL [148] and nonuniform current
injection [146]. The eﬀect of the grating location in DBR laser diodes
was investigated and yielded linewidths ranging from below 1 MHz up to
15 MHz [149]. More recently, the spectral properties of high-power semiconductor lasers diodes at 1310 nm [150], 1064 nm [151] and 974 nm [152]
were reported and showed again emission linewidths in the MHz range.
1/f noise was also found to be the source of linewidth broadening in
interband semiconductor lasers [60, 61]. Several correlation measurements
between intensity and frequency fluctuations have been carried out [153–
156] and will be discussed in details in Chapter 5.
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Regarding mid-IR interband semiconductor lasers, spectral properties
of lead salt lasers were also investigated in the past, and the results are
generally much less promising than near-IR lasers diodes and mid-IR QCLs.
Linewidths ranging from a few MHz up to 500 MHz were measured for
a set of Pb-salt lasers emitting in the 8 to 9 µm spectral region [157].
The linewidth was reported to drastically vary from device to device and
showed an important dependence on the operating conditions. In addition,
up to 25 MHz linewidths were reported for others PbSnTe laser diodes at
5.4 µm [158] and 7.9 µm [159], respectively. Moreover, the mechanical
vibrations due to the required cryo-coolers were found to lead to further
linewidth broadening, well beyond the inherent properties of the lasers
[160, 161].
According to the above considerations and outcomes of the experiments
presented in this chapter, room-temperature QCLs are not only more convenient to use than lead-salt lasers at cryogenic temperature, but they also
show much better spectral properties when operated in proper conditions,
and therefore represent a very interesting source of light in the mid-IR for
high-precision measurements applications. Last but not least, it is also
important to emphasize the fact that the spectral properties of QCLs reported in this chapter can compete with state-of-the-art results obtained
from interband semiconductor laser diodes emitting in the telecom band.
It is also instructive to add that some methods aiming at reducing
frequency noise in near-IR laser diodes have been implemented using compact or integrated passive elements. A first method consists in self-injection
locking of the laser emission frequency to a high quality factor whispering
gallery mode resonator. An emission linewidth as narrow as 200 Hz was
demonstrated with a 1550 nm DFB laser diode using optical feedback from
a high-Q CaF2 microresonator [162]. Excellent spectral properties in the
kHz range at 1542 nm were also achieved using a long planar waveguide
Bragg reflector separated from the semiconductor gain media [163]. Both
techniques yielded excellent performances, are extremely compact and their
extension to QCLs might lead to very interesting prospects.
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Chapter 5
Origin of frequency
instabilities in mid-IR QCLs
This chapter discloses various measurements and results aiming at gaining a
better understanding on the frequency noise generation processes in QCLs,
as well as the influence of operating conditions and devices parameters on
the frequency instabilities.
In a first phase, the eﬀect of temperature, laser structure and thermal
resistance on the spectral properties of single-mode mid-IR QCLs is assessed. Frequency-noise of a couple of devices with diﬀerent structures and
dimensions was measured over a broad temperature range. In a second
phase, noise processes at the electrical level are investigated in order to
gain a deeper insight about the frequency noise generation mechanisms.
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5.1

Temperature dependence of frequencynoise

A surprising outcome of Chapter 4 is that room temperature devices [52,
124] showed a considerable reduction of two orders of magnitude in terms
of frequency noise power spectral density (PSD) compared to a cryogenic
QCL operating at a close wavelength [51]. All these works dealing with
frequency noise of QCLs at diﬀerent temperatures were carried out with
diﬀerent devices, making diﬃcult the assessment of the impact of temperature because of the possible influence of other parameters such as the
diﬀerent designs, dimensions and fabrication processes of the lasers. In
contrast to previous works, frequency-noise of a single QCL was investigated from room temperature down to cryogenic temperature. We were
therefore able to measure for the first time the frequency noise of the same
device over a wide temperature range from 128 K to 303 K.

5.1.1

Experimental setup

Frequency noise measurements were performed the same way as in Chapter 4 and Refs. [50–52, 124, 164] with the QCLs tuned to the side of a
molecular absorption line acting as a frequency-to-intensity converter, also
referred to as a frequency discriminator. The output radiation of the laser
was collimated and traversed a 1 cm long gas cell filled with pure carbon
monoxide (CO) at a nominal pressure of ≈ 20 mbar. The transmitted light
was detected with an HgCdTe photodiode (Kolmar Technologies MPV11).
After amplification, the output voltage fluctuations were analyzed with a
Fast-Fourier Transform (FFT) analyzer. The measured slope of the absorption line around the laser operating point was used to convert the recorded
detector voltage into laser frequency noise. The main purpose of the study
was to explore the temperature dependence of low-frequency flicker noise
of the laser. For this reason, the measurements were restricted to Fourier
frequencies below 100 kHz.
The laser used in this first experiment is a buried-heterostructure DFBQCL, emitting at 4.55 µm. The QCL was mounted epi-side up in a cryostat
so that stable and controlled operation was achieved from 128 K to 303 K,
with threshold currents ith ranging from 75 mA to 120 mA. The operating current spanned from 110 mA to 180 mA with an optical output
power in the 10-20 mW range. The low-noise current source developed at
TU-Darmstadt (see Section 4.1) was used to drive the laser, which has a
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suﬃciently low current noise so that its contribution to the QCL frequency
noise was negligible in the considered frequency range. The laser temperature could not be lowered below 128 K because of the increasing voltage
across the QCL at low temperature, which exceeds the compliance voltage
of the low-noise current driver (≈ 15 V).
All frequency-noise measurements were performed approximately 50%
above the threshold current, i.e. for drive currents i0 ≈ 1.5 ith . The
operating current and temperature were therefore carefully selected in order
to tune the laser wavelength to a CO absorption line. A QCL showing a
good coverage of CO R-branch all over the temperature range was selected,
in order to be able to match a transition at each operating temperature.
Diﬀerent ro-vibrational transitions ranging from R(15) to R(24) were used
with weakening absorption as the laser temperature was lowered, as shown
in Figure 5.1. From ≈ 2200 cm−1 at room temperature, which lies close to
the center of CO R-branch, the laser frequency shifts up to ≈ 2230 cm−1
at low temperature. At the same time, the absolute absorption and the
slope of the frequency discriminator decrease.
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Figure 5.1: Transmission spectra corresponding to various rovibrational transitions in the R-branch of the fundamental (0 → 1)
CO vibrational band (20 mbar of pure CO through 1 cm pathlength).

For a proper determination of the laser frequency noise, the discriminator slope needs to be accurately determined for each CO absorption line.
As in Chapter 4, the frequency axes of the spectra were carefully calibrated
at each respective temperature using a Fabry-Perot analyzer.
The QCL emission spectrum was also measured with a Fourier Trans61
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form Infrared (FTIR) spectrometer over the entire temperature range, in
order to check that the laser was always operated singlemode without any
mode hop. All frequency noise measurements were performed under these
conditions, with the same lasing mode analyzed from room temperature
down to cryogenic temperature.

5.1.2

Frequency-noise spectra

Frequency noise PSD [Hz2/Hz]

Typical frequency noise spectra measured in the study are shown in Figure 5.2 for diﬀerent temperatures of 128 K, 155 K, 178 K, 223 K, 263 K,
and 283 K. As in previous works, 1/f (or flicker) noise is observed from
low frequencies up to 100 kHz at each temperature. While the frequency
noise spectra are almost unchanged in the high temperature range (201283 K), the noise strongly increases at lower temperature and is enhanced
by almost two orders of magnitude in terms of PSD at 128 K.
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Figure 5.2: Frequency noise PSD of a 4.55 µm buried heterostructure
DFB-QCL measured at diﬀerent temperatures ranging from 128 K to
283 K. The laser operating current is in the range 120-180 mA and was
adjusted to i0 /ith ≈ 1.5 at each temperature.

Although all the measurements were initially performed at i0 /ith ≈ 1.5,
the dependence of frequency noise upon drive current was also investigated.
As the laser frequency needs to be always tuned to a particular CO transition for the frequency noise measurements, the drive current could not
be simply changed at a fixed heat-sink temperature. However, a small
temperature decrease of only 1 K is suﬃcient to keep the laser tuned to
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a transition when the current is increased by about 10 mA. Owing to the
low threshold current of our laser, it is possible to change the i0 /ith ratio
whereas the temperature excursion remains small, in the range of a few
Kelvins. No significant dependence on the drive current was found for
diﬀerent values of i0 /ith ranging from ≈ 1.2 to ≈ 1.8. All over the temperature range, no influence of the drive current onto the laser frequency
noise was observed beyond the measurement uncertainty, which is by the
way negligible compared to the strong noise increase observed at low temperature. However, owing to the relatively low current threshold of this
QCL, the current excursions between 1.2ith and 1.8ith are relatively small
in that case (e.g. 120 mA to 180 mA at 283 K) and we will see later that
the picture can be diﬀerent over a broader range of currents.
The frequency noise PSD at a Fourier frequency of 3 kHz, S3kHz is
shown as a function of temperature in Figure 5.3. From the experimental
data, two diﬀerent regimes are observed for the temperature dependence
of frequency noise, with a transition around 200 K. Above 200 K, the frequency noise PSD is almost independent of temperature, at a level slightly
below 108 Hz2 /Hz. On the other hand, the laser frequency noise drastically
increases when the temperature is lowered below 200 K, with an exponential dependence with respect to temperature, S3kHz ≈ 2 · 1012 e0.06T . A
level of 7 · 108 Hz2 /Hz is reached at 128 K.
These results are comparable to previous data reported at corresponding temperatures for diﬀerent QCLs emitting at close wavelengths. At
room-temperature, the data are on the same order as the results obtained
in Chapter 4 with a ridge-waveguide QCL from Alpes Lasers SA emitting
at the same wavelength (T = 277 K, i0 = 350 mA) [52] as well as to the
values reported for a diﬀerent QCL from Hamamatsu Photonics emitting
at a slightly shorter wavelength of 4.36 µm (T = 288 K, i0 = 776 mA) [124].
The same agreement applies at cryogenic temperature even though we
could not reach the temperature used with the cryogenic 4.33 µm QCL
of Ref. [51] (T = 85 K, i0 = 219 mA). At this point, it is important to
emphasize the fact that frequency noise is reported here as a function of the
cryostat or laser heat-sink temperature, but the actual temperature in the
laser active region is higher due to thermal dissipation. As a consequence,
the internal temperature of our device is very likely closer to the heat-sink
temperature than for the cryogenic QCL of Ref. [51], because of the lower
operating current. If the noise was plotted in Figure 5.3 as a function of
the internal temperature, the value of the cryogenic QCL would become
closer to our point at the lowest temperature.
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Figure 5.3: Temperature dependence of the frequency noise PSD of a
buried-heterostructure QCL measured at 3 kHz Fourier frequency (red
diamonds). The black crosses represent the noise measured on the voltage across the laser, converted into an equivalent frequency. The yellow
markers represent published values of frequency noise obtained with
diﬀerent QCLs at 4.33 µm [51], 4.6 µm [52] and 4.36 µm [124].

5.1.3

Linewidth

Figure 5.4 shows the corresponding laser FWHM linewidth computed from
the frequency noise spectra using the formalism presented in Chapter 2.
From ≈ 770 kHz at high temperature, the linewidth follows the frequency
noise increase and broadens up to ≈ 10 MHz at 128 K (at 5 ms observation
time).
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Figure 5.4: Calculated linewidth as a function of temperature (5 ms
observation time).
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5.1.4

Electrical noise conversion

Internal current noise PSD [A2/Hz]

In order to have a deeper insight into the frequency noise increase at temperatures below 200 K, the voltage noise across the QCL was measured
as a function of temperature. The measured voltage noise PSD was converted into current noise using the corresponding laser diﬀerential resistance. Typical spectra are shown in Figure 5.5. First of all, it is important
to emphasize that this noise denotes the same 1/f nature as the measured
frequency noise and also shows a drastic increase at temperatures below
200 K. It is important to note here that the noise of the current driver
(≈ 350 pA/Hz1/2 ) lies well below and does not contribute to the current
noise reported here.
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Figure 5.5: Current-noise spectra from 128 K to 283 K obtained from the
voltage noise measured across the QCL and the diﬀerential resistance.

In order to evaluate the impact of the internal electrical noise to the
laser frequency noise, the resulting electrical power fluctuations were calculated and transformed into equivalent frequency noise taking into account
the corresponding power tuning rate measured at each temperature. The
3 kHz component of the frequency noise calculated from the measured
electrical power fluctuations was extracted and is also displayed in Figure 5.3 for comparison with the optically measured frequency noise, and
both curves are in very good agreement.
This important observation tends not only to explain that the higher
frequency noise present at low temperature is due to an increase of internal electrical fluctuations, but gives also a more general clue that frequency
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noise in QCLs is governed by internal electrical noise intrinsic to these devices. The good agreement between the optically measured and calculated
frequency-noise levels suggests that frequency instabilities in free-running
QCLs result from internal electrical noise, inducing temperature variations
and subsequent refractive index fluctuations of the DFB grating. The temperature fluctuations ∆T scale with the electrical power ∆P dissipated
in the laser through the thermal resistance Rth , and therefore with the
measured electrical noise:
∆ν ∝ ∆T = Rth ∆P

(5.1)

The assumption that frequency noise results from internal current fluctuations intrinsic to the devices, which was made through the analysis of
frequency-noise dynamics in QCLs [126], seems to be confirmed by the presented results. The transition in the slope of the frequency noise spectra
from 1/f to 1/f 2 also observed above a few hundred kilohertz in Sections 4.3.1 and 4.3.2 strengthens the hypothesis.

Frequency−noise PSD [Hz2/Hz]

Moreover, while the slope transition was at some extent hidden by
RF spikes in the spectra presented in Chapter 4, an additional measurement was carried out above 100 kHz with a buried-heterostructure de10
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Figure 5.6: Frequency-noise PSD of a buried-heterostructure QCL (solid
line). The dashed line shows pure 1/f low-pass filtered with a cut-oﬀ
frequency fc = 600 kHz.
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vice (sbcw4210). Great care was taken in order to avoid high-frequency
noise from the current supply. The frequency-noise PSD is shown in Figure 5.6, along with low-pass filtered pure 1/f noise (cut-oﬀ frequency
fc = 600 kHz).
A clear transition to 1/f 2 can ben observed in that case above a few
hundred kilohertz, as reported in Ref. [126]. Moreover, the cut-oﬀ frequency fc is in good agreement with the thermal cut-oﬀ frequency of the
active region, referred to as f1 , that was measured and presented in Chapter 3. The combination of this observation and the observed temperature
dependence discussed above tends to show that frequency instabilities in
QCLs result from the conversion of electrical power fluctuations into temperature variations, which are filtered through the thermal dynamics in the
laser chip.

5.2

Eﬀect of the thermal resistance

Two buried-heterostructure DFB QCLs of the same process but of diﬀerent lengths L were measured in order to assess the impact of the laser
thermal resistance, which is assumed to be the key for the conversion of
electrical power fluctuations into frequency noise. For identical geometries,
the thermal resistance is indeed inversely proportional to the length of the
devices.
The thermal resistance Rth of each device was experimentally determined from the power tuning and temperature tuning coeﬃcient βP =
∆ν/∆P and βT = ∆ν/∆T , respectively (Eq. 5.2). The waveguide length
of the first device, BH-QCL1 is L = 3 mm and a thermal resistance
Rth = 9 K/W was deduced from the tuning coeﬃcient at 300 K (same
QCL used for the measurements of Section 5.1). The waveguide length of
the second device, BH-QCL2, is 1.75 mm and yields a thermal resistance
Rth = 16 K/W, which is almost twice the value of BH-QCL1.
Rth =

βP · βT−1

=

�

∆ν
∆P

� �
�−1
∆ν
·
∆T

(5.2)

Frequency-noise measurements were performed in the same way as in
Section 5.1 and the frequency-noise PSD at 3 kHz is reported in Figure 5.7
as a function of temperature. Whereas the noise level of BH-QCL1 is
S3kHz ≈ 9 · 106 Hz2 /Hz in the upper part of the temperature measurement
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range, the frequency-noise PSD at 3 kHz of BH-QCL2 is roughly four times
higher and reaches ≈ 3 · 107 Hz2 /Hz.

Frequency-noise PSD
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Figure 5.7: Frequency noise PSD at 3 kHz of two buried-heterostructure
QCLs of diﬀerent lengths L and thermal resistances Rth as a function
of temperature.

This observation tends to confirm the assumption that the magnitude
of 1/f frequency-noise S1/f scales with the inverse of the thermal resistance
Rth (Eq. 5.3), as stated in Section 5.1.

S1/f ∝

�

1
Rth

�2

(5.3)

Moreover, the frequency-noise PSD increases in the lower part of the
temperature range, as for the buried-heterostructure device of the previous
section, and a slightly diﬀerent transition temperature around 225 K is
observed. This value is in good agreement with the electrical noise measurements of this device, which will be disclosed and discussed later in
Section 5.5.
It is also important to emphasize that the magnitude of temperature
and therefore frequency fluctuations depends on the level of electrical noise
as well. However, the voltage noise of both devices was measured to be
on the same order of magnitude, despite the diﬀerent lengths L and current densities and enables a fair comparison of the eﬀect of the thermal
resistances only.
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5.3

Buried-heterostructure vs. ridge QCLs

Whereas the first noise measurements over temperature were performed
with a buried-heterostructure QCL, the characterization of ridge-waveguide
QCLs is presented in this section in order to assess the impact of the
structure, and try to understand the fundamental or structural nature of
the temperature behavior observed in the last sections with two diﬀerent
buried-heterostructure devices.

5.3.1

Frequency-noise spectra

2

Frequency−noise PSD [Hz /Hz]

As for the measurements of Section 5.1, the QCLs were mounted in a
cryostat in order to perform measurements from ≈ 90 K up to ≈ 300 K.
Frequency-noise spectra at the two ends of the temperature range are shown
in Figure 5.8. Apart from some technical noise above ≈ 30 kHz attributed
to the electrical connectivity of the cryostat, the frequency-noise PSD at
250 K is in good agreement with the one of Chapter 4, obtained with the
same QCL mounted on a Peltier cooler and operated at 283 K.
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Figure 5.8: Frequency-noise PSD of a 4.6 µm ridge-waveguide QCL
measured at 98 K and 250 K.

However, at lower temperatures this device shows a fundamentally
diﬀerent behavior than the one reported with the buried-heterostructure
QCL. The frequency-noise spectrum at 98 K is indeed roughly one order
of magnitude lower than the value at room-temperature, and in contrast
to the buried-heterostructure devices no steep increase of noise is observed
at low temperature.
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The frequency-noise PSD at 3 kHz, S3kHz is reported in Figure 5.9 as a
function of temperature with more temperature values, along with the data
of the buried-heterostructure QCL of Section 5.1. In this case, the temperature dependence is fundamentally diﬀerent and no strong transition is
observed around 200 K. Instead, the frequency-noise of the ridge-waveguide
QCL monotonously decreases when the temperature is lowered, and finally
reaches a value of ≈ 105 Hz2 /Hz at 100 K. A second ridge-waveguide QCL
from the same fabrication run was also measured and yielded very similar
results over the same temperature range.

5.3.2

Electrical noise and comparison

As for the buried-heterostructure QCL, the equivalent frequency-noise of
the ridge-waveguide device calculated from the electrical power fluctuations
is shown in Figure 5.9. The voltage noise as well as the laser tuning coefficients were indeed measured at each temperature and used to calculate
the expected level of frequency fluctuations.
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Figure 5.9:
Comparison between ridge-waveguide and buriedheterostructure devices. Frequency noise optically measured using the
molecular discriminator and calculated from the electrical power fluctuations are both shown.

In contrast to the buried-heterostructure device and as shown in Figure 5.10, the electrical noise across the ridge-waveguide QCL monotonously
decreases with decreasing temperature. The data are shown here for the
same operating conditions as for the frequency-noise measurements, and
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Voltage noise spectral
density @ 3kHz [V/Hz1/2]

therefore at diﬀerent drive currents in each case. The dependence of electronic noise upon drive current and temperature will be discussed in details
in Section 5.5.
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Figure 5.10: Voltage noise measured across a ridge-waveguide QCL at
the same operating conditions as for frequency-noise measurements.

The voltage noise spectral density is approximately 2-3 times lower at
100 K than at room temperature, which explains part of the lower frequency
noise at low temperature. A same observation applies to the power tuning
coeﬃcient, which is about two times lower at 95 K because of the lower
thermal resistance (see Chapter 3). From a value of 45 MHz/mW at 250 K,
the power tuning coeﬃcient βP = ∆ν/∆P drops to 20 MHz/mW at 100 K.
The combined eﬀect of the lower electrical power fluctuations and lower
tuning coeﬃcient explains the diﬀerence of one order of magnitude in terms
of frequency noise PSD.
Despite the diﬀerent temperature dependence, another important outcome to point out is that a very good agreement is again found between the
electrically and optically measured noise, as for the buried-heterostructure
QCL of Section 5.1. This observation suggests that the relationship between electrical and frequency fluctuations is not limited to buried heterostructure devices, and strengthens the confidence in the ability to determine the spectral purity of a QCL from electrical noise measurements
only.
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5.4

Voltage and frequency noise correlation

According to the findings of the last sections, i.e. observed relation between
voltage and frequency fluctuations in diﬀerent kinds of QCL structures as
a function of temperature, this section aims at exploring in greater detail
the causality between fluctuations at the electronic level and frequency instabilities. For that purpose, the experimental setup shown in Figure 5.11
was used in order to simultaneously monitor and record both the fluctuations of the voltage ∆V (t) and optical frequency ∆ν(t) around their static
values, V0 and ν0 respectively.
The voltage fluctuations ∆V (t) were measured using an AC-coupled
high-impedance voltage preamplifier (Signal Recovery Model 5113, 1 MHz
bandwidth, 4 nV/Hz1/2 input-referred noise). A relatively high gain of
60 dB was used in order to amplify the small voltage fluctuations into a
suﬃciently strong signal and avoid any contribution from the acquisition
system. Regarding the optical frequency fluctuations ∆ν(t), they were
measured using the same setup described in Chapter 4, with the QCL
frequency tuned to the flank of an absorption line of CO. Both signals
were then filtered with identical active analog filters (same low-pass and
high-pass cut-oﬀ frequencies) and sampled with a fast digital oscilloscope.

High-Z voltage
preamplifier
4.55 µm
QCL

Gas cell

∆V(t)
Detector

∆v(t)

Transmission

Current
source

60dB

Frequency

Figure 5.11: Noise correlation measurement setup. Both frequency fluctuations ∆ν(t) and voltage fluctuations ∆V (t) are monitored at the
same time.
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5.4.1

Time-domain measurements

The experiment was carried out at diﬀerent time scales and with two devices, namely a ridge-waveguide (sbcw2689) and a buried-heterostructure
QCL (sbcw4210). Figure 5.12 (a) shows a zoom over 200 ms on the normalized time series of voltage and optical frequency fluctuations measured
in a 1 kHz bandwidth. From the data set, the linear correlation coeﬃcient
ρ between frequency and voltage fluctuations was computed.
The correlation coeﬃcient of two independent random variables X and
Y is defined as the covariance of both time series σxy normalized by the
product of the variance of each sample, σx and σy :
n
�

(xi − x̄) · (yi − ȳ)
σxy
i=1
�n
ρ=
=�n
�
�
σx σy
2
(xi − x̄) ·
(yi − ȳ)2
i=1

(5.4)

i=1

The correlation coeﬃcient ranges from -1 to 1 and gives a quantitive
measurement of the linear dependence of the two random variables. Figure 5.12 (b) shows the value of the correlation coeﬃcient as a function of
the lag between the two time series calculated over the 105 samples of the
data set. A high degree of correlation of ρ = 0.9 is obtained at zero lag.

Correlation coefficient ρ

Normalized fluctuations

Identical measurements were performed with a buried-heterostructure
device, and are shown at a shorter time scale in Figure 5.13 (a) over 2.5 ms
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Figure 5.12: (a) Time evolution of the normalized frequency and voltage fluctuations of a ridge-waveguide QCL in a 1 kHz bandwidth. (b)
Correlation coeﬃcient between voltage and frequency as a function of
the lag between the two time series.
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Figure 5.13: (a) Time evolution of the normalized frequency and voltage
fluctuations of a buried-heterostructure QCL in a 10 kHz bandwidth.
(b) Correlation coeﬃcient between voltage and frequency as a function
of the lag between the two time series.

in a 10 kHz bandwidth. A correlation coeﬃcient of ρ = 0.9 was also
obtained for this device (Figure 5.13 (b)).
Figures 5.14 and 5.15 show density plots of the whole data sets of normalized voltage and optical frequency as a function of each other for the
ridge-waveguide and buried-heterostructure device, respectively. The correlation between the two physical quantities is clearly graphically illustrated in both cases.

Optical frequency
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−0.5
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0

0.5
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Voltage
Figure 5.14: Normalized distribution of frequency fluctuations as a function of voltage fluctuations (104 samples over 2 s in a 1 kHz bandwidth)
yielding a linear correlation coeﬃcient ρ = 0.9.
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Figure 5.15: Normalized distribution of frequency fluctuations as a function of voltage fluctuations (104 samples over 25 ms in a 10 kHz bandwidth) yielding a linear correlation coeﬃcient ρ = 0.9.

5.4.2

Frequency-domain cross spectrum

The normalized cross-spectrum, or coherency spectrum, is a correlation
assessment tool in the frequency domain, which yields a quantitative value
of coherence as a function of the Fourier frequency f . For two random
variables X and Y, it is given by the cross power spectrum of the two
variables Sxy , normalized by the product of each power spectrum Sx and
Sy [165]:
Sxy (f )
γ(f ) = �
Sx (f )Sy (f )

(5.5)

Although the coherency spectrum can be directly measured with certain advanced dual-channel FFT analyzers, the cross-spectrum Sxy was
measured here with a single-channel FFT analyzer using the spectrum
of the sum and diﬀerence of X and Y , and can be written as Sxy =
(Sx+y − Sx−y )/4. The normalized cross-spectrum of optical frequency and
voltage fluctuations is shown in Figure 5.16.
The data confirm the results from the previous section, and a relatively
high degree of coherence on the order of ≈ 0.8 is observed. More important
is that the spectrum is flat over the entire frequency range. While the
time-domain measurements were performed in narrower bandwidths, this
frequency domain measurement is limited by the FFT analyzer bandwidth
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Normalized
cross−spectrum

and shows a high degree of coherence for all Fourier frequencies up to
100 kHz.
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Figure 5.16: Normalized cross-power spectrum (Eq. 5.5) of voltage and
optical frequency fluctuations.

5.5

Voltage noise

A clear correlation between electronic and optical frequency fluctuations
has been observed and it was demonstrated that the spectral purity of
QCLs can be assessed from electrical noise measurements. However, the
origin and dependence of these voltage -or current- fluctuations upon device
parameters and operating conditions were not discussed so far. A couple
of additional experiments were carried out in view of gaining a better understanding of the noise generation phenomena and possibly identifying
device parameters responsible for noise generation.

5.5.1

Buried-heterostructure device

First of all, the voltage noise properties of a second buried-heterostructure
QCL (BH-QCL2, Section 5.2) were investigated in order to verify the strong
increase of noise at low temperature observed with the first device in Section 5.1. Typical voltage noise spectra measured directly across the QCL
are shown in Figure 5.17 at the two extreme values of the temperature
range for a same drive current of 250 mA. As for the previous results, the
voltage noise PSD is found to be approximately two orders of magnitude
lower at room temperature.
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Voltage noise PSD [V 2/Hz]

At this point it is important to remind that these fluctuations are
intrinsically generated in the semiconductor chip. The contribution of
the driver current white noise in to the measurement is indeed given by
Rd · in ≈ 10 Ω · 1 nA/Hz1/2 = 10 nV/Hz1/2 (where Rd is the QCL diﬀerential resistance) and lies at least one order of magnitude below the measured
quantities in the considered frequency range, as shown by the dashed line
in Figure 5.17.
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Figure 5.17: Voltage noise PSD of a buried-heterostructure QCL at
133 K and 250 K (i0 = 250 mA). The noise is intrinsically generated in
the QCL structure and higher than the contribution of the current
√driver
noise floor (dashed line, considering Rd = 10 Ω and in = 1 nA/ Hz).

Voltage noise spectra were then systematically measured at intermediate temperatures ranging from 130 K to 293 K and various drive currents
from 100 mA up to 250 mA (50 mA steps). Results are disclosed in Figure 5.18 as a function of the heat-sink temperature. As for the first results
obtained with BH-QCL1, the voltage noise is relatively flat at high temperatures but strongly increases when the temperature is lowered. In this
case, the transition temperature is on the order of 225 K, which is slightly
higher than the one observed with the first buried-heterostructure device.
These results tend to confirm the temperature dependence observed
with the first laser and rule out the possibility of an isolated device-related
eﬀect. It is also important to highlight the fact that the transition temperature is in good agreement with the one reported for the temperature
dependence of the frequency-noise of this device (Figure 5.7).
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Figure 5.18: Voltage noise PSD at 3 kHz of a buried-heterostructure
QCL as a function of the heat-sink temperature and at various drive
currents.

5.5.2

Ridge-waveguide QCL

Figure 5.19 shows the voltage noise PSD at 3 kHz of a ridge-waveguide
QCL measured from 100 K up to 280 K at various drive currents. As
reported before (see Figure 5.10), no abrupt transition is observed in the
low temperature range, but in this case the voltage noise monotonously
decreases when the temperature is lowered. Depending on the magnitude
of the drive current, up to one order of magnitude separates the value of
voltage noise PSD between the extreme values of the temperature range.
Moreover, the level of noise is lower than what was obtained with buriedheterostructure devices.
Up to that point, the heat-sink temperature was considered. However,
as the drive current is increased, the active region temperature TA also
increases because of Joule heating and therefore diﬀers from the heat-sink
temperature. It results that the drive current and active region temperature are not independent. In order to decouple these two parameters,
TA was calculated using the electrical and thermal characteristics of the
device:
TA = T0 + U0 i0 Rth

(5.6)

where T0 is the temperature of the heat-sink, U0 the QCL voltage, i0 the
drive current, and Rth the thermal resistance of the laser.
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Voltage noise PSD [V2/Hz]
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Figure 5.19: Voltage noise PSD at 3 kHz of a ridge-waveguide QCL as
a function of the heat-sink temperature and at various drive currents.
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Figure 5.20: Voltage noise PSD at 3 kHz of a ridge-waveguide QCL as
a function of the active region temperature TA .

The voltage noise PSD at 3 kHz is reported in Figure 5.20 as a function
of the active region temperature TA . Despite a temperature diﬀerence of
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up to 40 K between the heat-sink and the active region, and apart from
spreading the data points over temperature, the obtained curves are not
fundamentally diﬀerent from the ones reported at constant heat-sink temperature. However, these data enable the voltage-noise PSD to be assessed
as a function of the drive current at equal active region temperatures TA .
The dependence of the voltage noise PSD SV on the drive current at constant active region temperatures of 130 K and 290 K is shown in Figure 5.21.
In both cases the voltage noise PSD SV is proportional to the square of
the injection current and a very good agreement is found between the data
point and a quadratic fit of the form SV (I) = a · I 2 + b.
Voltage noise PSD @ 3kHz [V2/Hz]
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Figure 5.21: Voltage noise PSD at 3 kHz of a ridge-waveguide QCL
versus drive current for fixed active region temperature TA of 130 K
and 290 K. Dashed lines: quadratic fit. Error bars: uncertainty of
extrapolation.

5.5.3

Discussion and outlook

From the voltage noise measurements presented in this section, several observations can be drawn about the origin of electronic fluctuations in QCLs.
First of all, it is interesting to explore and discuss in more detail the observed increase of noise at low-temperature in the buried-heterostructure
QCLs. A similar temperature dependence of the magnitude of 1/f noise
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was indeed observed in silicon Schottky diodes [166]. Low-frequency electronic noise of silicide/silicon Schottky diodes was investigated over a wide
temperature range (50 − 350 K) and revealed an increase of electronic noise
at low temperature. As for the buried-heterostructure QCLs, several silicide/Si diodes made out of diﬀerent material systems, including CoSi2 /Si,
Pd2 Si/Si, PtSi/Si and IrSi/Si, showed a drastic increase of electronic noise
around a similar temperature transition of 200 K, and independently of the
metal used for the silicide formation. A similar increase of 2-3 orders of
magnitude was found between room-temperature and 100 K. In that study,
the increase of noise at low temperature was observed when the thermal
energy kB T of the carriers became smaller than the standard deviation
of the Schottky barrier potential distribution and was attributed to the
spatial inhomogeneities of the Schottky barrier heights.
Although the material systems, device dimensions and current densities
are very diﬀerent than the ones of mid-IR QCLs and a direct comparison
seems to some extent diﬃcult, a similar phenomenology might be the cause
of the noise increase observed at low temperature in buried-heterostructure
devices. It is interesting to note that the magnitude of current noise reported for the Schottky diodes of Ref. [166] is several orders of magnitude
lower than the noise measured in the buried-heterostructure QCLs, and
the Schottky contacts of these devices can so far only be considered as
a candidate for the origin of electronic noise. Spatial inhomogeneities of
other potential barriers at the heterojunctions, interface states or traps
could indeed lead to similar eﬀects.
Flicker noise in InGaAs/AlAs/InAs resonant tunneling diodes was also
studied as a function of temperature (77-293 K) in Ref. [167,168], and also
represents an interesting point of comparison to our measurements. First
of all, in that case no increase of noise was reported at low temperature.
On the contrary, the current noise in these resonant tunneling diodes rather
slightly decreases when the temperature is lowered, and the current noise
PSD at 77 K was reported to be roughly one order of magnitude lower
than at room-temperature. This behavior is somewhat reminiscent of the
results obtained with the ridge-waveguides devices, for which no abrupt
temperature transitions were observed, despite the presence of Schottky
contacts. The possible contribution of the latter at low temperature in
the measured buried-heterostructure QCLs might be therefore related to a
specificity of the fabrication process. It is diﬃcult to conclude whether the
diﬀerent temperature dependences observed between the ridge-waveguide
and buried heterostructure devices are related to the process, or to physical
eﬀects due to the structural diﬀerences, such as trapping of carriers in the
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insulating InP regrowth similarly to eﬀects occurring in the oxide gate of
silicon MOSFET transistors [93].
It is also instructive to compare the magnitude of current noise in the
InGaAs/AlAs/InAs resonant tunneling diodes of Ref. [167] to our results.
In that case, low-frequency 1/f noise was attributed to conductance fluctuations because of current tunneling fluctuations due to trapping of carriers at the heterointerfaces which modulate the barrier potential. For the
QCLs studied in this chapter, the current noise can be inferred from the
measured voltage noise PSD SV and the diﬀerential resistance Rd and is
on the order of SI = SV /Rd2 = 10−17 A2 /Hz. The levels of current noise
reported for the resonant tunneling diodes of Ref. [167] are on the order
of 10−19 A2 /Hz at 3 kHz Fourier frequency. Although two orders of magnitude separate the two values, it is interesting to note that the resonant
tunneling diodes consisting of one single quantum well and a voltage bias of
0.3 V were used for the noise measurements. On the other hand, QCLs are
composed of 25-30 cascaded stages of active quantum wells and injectors,
which therefore significantly increases the number of layers and heterojunction interfaces. Assuming uncorrelated processes, the noise PSD of
each tunneling junction would add up and in the end the magnitude of
noise observed in QCLs seems similar to the one reported for the resonant
tunneling diodes of Ref. [167], if scaled by the number of layers and heterojunctions. Moreover, the argument of tunneling current fluctuations due to
barrier potential fluctuations is strengthened by the observation of discrete
switching events in GaAs/AlGaAs resonant tunneling diodes, attributed to
traps located in the barrier [169].
Finally, one must point out the dependence in I 2 of the noise PSD in
Figure 5.21 at fixed active region temperature. First of all, it is interesting
to mention that the voltage noise does not seem to show a diﬀerent behavior below and above current threshold and suggests that it is governed by
electronic transport and not aﬀected by laser operation. Secondly, a I 2 dependence has been observed in the past, with the resonant tunneling diodes
of Ref. [167], with Schottky contacts, but also in homogenous semiconductors. It is indeed a characteristic of the Hooge model (see Chapter 2),
which describes 1/f noise in semiconductor as a bulk eﬀect due to carriers
mobility fluctuations [88, 91]. Although the total noise can be governed
by diﬀerent physical mechanisms, the contribution of bulk eﬀects in QCLs
is very likely not the most important one. Flicker noise in homogenous
semiconductors was indeed reported in the past for thin films with small
cross-sections and high resistances [170, 171], which is quite diﬀerent from
the configuration in QCLs.
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Frequency noise PSD [Hz2/Hz]

Systematic measurement of a large number of devices with diﬀerent
characteristics would probably be required in order to establish a clear
link between QCLs designs and electrical noise. The study of a similar
design varying the number of periods and layers would for instance reveal
interesting information about the contribution of tunneling current to the
total noise. It was for instance shown that the number of quantum wells can
impact the spectral linewidth of near-IR semiconductor laser diodes [147].
Preliminary voltage noise measurements were performed on a wider set of
diﬀerent QCLs emitting at 8 µm. While it is at this point too early to
draw definitive conclusions, a few interesting observations can be made.
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Figure 5.22: Frequency-noise PSD of an 8 µm QCL from optical and
electrical measurements.

First of all, Figure 5.22 shows the frequency noise PSD spectrum of
a 8 µm DFB QCL optically measured using a N2 O molecular absorption
line and calculated from the voltage noise measured across the laser, as in
Section 5.3.2. An excellent agreement is again found between the two measurement methods. A constant coeﬃcient was used to transform voltage
noise into equivalent frequency-noise and the slight divergence between the
two curves observed above a few kilohertz is very likely due to the thermal
cut-oﬀ, as in Section 5.3.2.
Figure 5.23 shows the voltage noise PSD at 3 kHz of several 8 µm DFB
QCLs of various processes and of diﬀerent dimensions as a function of the
normalized current (I − Ith )/(Iroll − Ith ), where Ith is the threshold current
and Iroll the roll-over current. The diﬀerent laser parameters considered
here are mainly the lengths and widths of the waveguides, and are indicated
in Table 5.1. QCL-1035, QCL-1037 and QCL-1045 are ridge-waveguide
devices and all the others are based on buried structures.
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Voltage noise PSD @ 3 kHz [V2/Hz]
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Figure 5.23: Voltage noise PSD at 3 kHz of a wide set of 8 µm DFB
QCLs of diﬀerent processing and waveguide dimensions.

QCL

Processing

Length [mm]

Width [µm]

3920
3910
3917
3919
3755
3655
3913

BH
BH
BH
BH
BH
BH
BH

1.5
1.5
1.5
1.5
1.5
2.25
3

6.5
9.5
9.5
12.5
12.5
12.5
7.5

1035
1037
1045

Ridge
Ridge
Ridge

1.5
1.5
1.5

14
14
9

Table 5.1: Main parameters of the 8 µm buried-heterostructure (BH)
and ridge-waveguide (RW) QCLs.
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First of all, it is interesting to notice that almost three orders of magnitude separate the best lasers from the worst ones. Moreover as already
seen with the 4.6 µm QCLs, ridge-waveguides devices (lower curves of
Figure 5.23) systematically tend to show a lower voltage noise than their
buried-heterostructure counterparts.

Voltage noise PSD @3kHz [V2/Hz]

Finally, the voltage noise (average value of the diﬀerent temperatures)
at a normalized current (I − Ith )/(Iroll − Ith ) = 0.5 is shown in Figure 5.24
as a function of the widths, lengths, and surfaces of the devices. While the
length shows a large dispersion of the data, these preliminary results tend
to suggest a possible impact of the width of the waveguide on the noise
properties.
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Figure 5.24: Voltage noise PSD at 3 kHz (average value of the diﬀerent
temperatures) as a function of the widths, lengths and surfaces of the
8 µm QCLs for a normalized current (I − Ith )/(Iroll − Ith ) = 0.5.
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Chapter 6
Towards all-electrical
linewidth narrowing
This chapter treats a novel approach aiming at reducing the frequencynoise and narrowing the linewidth of QCLs. Based on the conclusions of
Chapter 5, i.e. that frequency-noise in DFB QCLs arises from electrical
power fluctuations due to the electronic transport in the devices, the possibility of reducing the frequency-noise using the voltage noise across the
device only has been assessed.
In contrast to conventional active frequency-stabilization methods that
generally make use of optical frequency references, the voltage fluctuations
across the QCL are sensed in the scheme presented here, in order to generate a correction signal that is fed back to the device, without measuring
the actual fluctuations of the optical frequency. A reduction of 90% of the
frequency-noise PSD is demonstrated. The main motivation behind this
study resides in the integration potential of the method, which could lead
to an extremely compact and all-electrical stabilization scheme.
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6.1

Frequency-stabilization of QCLs

To date, linewidth narrowing of QCLs and mid-IR lasers has been carried
out in various experiments and using diﬀerent stabilization methods. These
methods can be sorted out in diﬀerent categories:
1. A first approach consists in using a frequency-sensitive element such
as a high-finesse optical cavity [172], a Doppler-limited [173] molecular resonance or a Doppler-free molecular resonance [102] in order to
sense the fluctuations of the QCL frequency and generate an errorsignal that is usually fed back to the QCL injection current.
2. A second method consists in phase-locking the QCL radiation to a
stable frequency reference. Phase-locking of QCLs to a 2 µm Thulium
fiber comb [43], to a visible Ti:sapphire comb through diﬀerence
frequency generation (DFG) in a nonlinear crystal [174] and to a
9 µm CO2 laser [175] has been accomplished.
3. Finally, optical injection locking of a Fabry-Perot QCL using a tooth
of a stabilized mid-IR optical frequency-comb generated through difference frequency generation (DFG) was also demonstrated [176].
Frequency-noise as well as emission linewidths can be reduced by several
orders of magnitude using such techniques. As shown in Table 6.1, the kHz
level is often achieved.
Ref.

Method

[172] High-finesse FP cavity
[177] Doppler-limited NO
[102] Sub-Doppler CO2
[174] Phase-lock to OFC
[175] Phase-lock to CO2 laser
[43] Phase-lock to Tm OFC
[176] Injection locking to OFC

Device

λ

Linewidth

Cryo-QCL
Cryo-QCL
RT QCL
RT QCL
Cryo-QCL
RT QCL
RT FP-QCL

8.5 µm
8.5 µm
4.33 µm
4.33 µm
9.2 µm
9.1 µm
4.33 µm

1 kHz
12 kHz
1 kHz
1 kHz
1 kHz
25 kHz
20 kHz

Table 6.1: State-of-the-art of QCL frequency-stabilization using FabryPerot (FP) cavities, molecular absorption lines and optical frequency
combs (OFC) (observation time τ0 ≈ 1−10 ms). RT: room temperature.
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Linewidth narrowing of other kinds of mid-IR lasers was also investigated. Frequency-stabilization of a 3.39 µm HeNe laser to a CH4 line [178]
and phase-locking of a CO2 laser at 10 µm to a remote near-IR ultra-stable
laser through a 43 km stabilized optical fiber link have been demonstrated
[179], leading to linewidths below 100 Hz in both cases.

6.2

Voltage stabilization scheme

In contrast to conventional methods described in the previous section, the
stabilization scheme presented and investigated here does not rely on any
direct measurement of the optical frequency, but only of the voltage fluctuations across the laser chip.
The principle of the stabilization scheme is illustrated in Figure 6.1. The
voltage fluctuations across the laser chip, which is here driven with a lownoise current source, are used as an error signal in a feedback loop. They
are amplified by a broadband amplifier and then by a proportional-integral
(PI) controller, and the resulting signal is used to apply fast temperature
corrections to the laser chip in order to stabilize the voltage. The actuator
used to achieve a fast control of the laser temperature, as well as alternate
solutions, will be discussed later.
A somehow similar approach aiming at using the voltage noise across a
near-infrared laser-diode in order to implement an electrical feedback and
reduce the laser phase noise was proposed [156], but never demonstrated
to the best of our knowledge.
High-Z voltage amplifier
and PI controller

Current
source

Laser
chip
Fast temperature control

Figure 6.1: Voltage-noise stabilization principle.
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6.2.1

Experimental setup

The laser used in this experiment is a 4.55 µm buried heterostructure
DFB QCL provided by Alpes Lasers (sbcw4210). The stabilization scheme
is shown in Figure 6.2. The QCL is mounted on a Peltier-cooler operated
at 20◦ C and an output power of 10 mW is obtained at an injection current
of 260 mA (Ith =220 mA).
A low-noise current √
source is used to drive the QCL with a current
noise lower than 1 nA/ Hz in order to avoid any linewidth broadening
resulting from technical noise (see Chapter 4 and [164]). In these conditions, the contribution of the injection current noise to the frequency-noise
is negligible and the fluctuations of the QCL frequency are intrinsic to the
device.

LNA

PI

1.5µm LD

Current
source

4.55µm
DFB-QCL

MCT detector

Transmission

Gas cell

Frequency

Figure 6.2: Experimental setup. The voltage noise across the QCL is
amplified by a low-noise high-Z voltage-amplifier, processed through a
PI controller and fed back to the QCL temperature using a fiber-coupled
1550 nm laser diode illuminating the top of the QCL chip. At the same
time, the optical frequency of the QCL is analyzed using a ro-vibrational
absorption line of carbon-monoxide acting as a frequency-to-intensity
converter.

In the stabilization scheme presented here, the voltage noise across the
QCL is sensed and used to apply fast corrections to the QCL internal temperature. The voltage fluctuations are first amplified by a high-impedance
low-noise voltage preamplifier (specified bandwidth of 1 MHz and gain of 60
dB) and then by a proportional-integral (PI) controller in order to generate
a correction signal.
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6.2. Voltage stabilization scheme
The fast control of the QCL temperature is implemented here with a
1.55 µm diode laser (6 mW output power) illuminating the top of the QCL
chip. A small fraction of the near-IR radiation on the order of 10% is indeed
absorbed by the upper layers of the QCL structure, which produces a localized heating. By modulating the output power of the near-IR laser diode,
the temperature of the QCL active region is therefore also modulated. As
it will be shown later, a modulation bandwidth of several hundreds of kHz
can be achieved using this technique.

QCL voltage [V]

The correction signal generated from the voltage fluctuations is sent
to the modulation input of the 1550 nm laser driver in order to act on
the temperature of the QCL and stabilize its voltage. As shown in Figure 6.3, at fixed current the voltage across the QCL depends on temperature
(≈ 10 mV/K for the present QCL) and the loop therefore stabilizes the
voltage by acting on the QCL temperature and on the associated electrical
conductivity. It is important to note that the stabilization of the QCL
voltage is independent of the injection current, which is kept constant.

15
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14.7
14.6
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14.4
14.3
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0

10

20

30

Temperature [°C]
Figure 6.3: QCL voltage as a function of temperature for injection
currents of 250 mA and 270 mA. A linear fit (dashed line) yields a
coeﬃcient of ≈10 mV/K.

Fast all-optical wavelength-modulation of a cryogenic Fabry-Perot QCL
was also demonstrated using front-facet illumination with a femtosecond
Ti:sapphire laser [180,181]. In this case, a diﬀerent mechanism was responsible for the QCL frequency shift, which was not thermal but attributed to
the generation of free carriers.
At the same time, the optical frequency of the QCL is monitored and
analyzed using a 10 cm gas cell filled with pure carbon-monoxide (CO) at
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a pressure of 2 mbar. As shown in Figure 6.2 and in a similar manner as
in Chapter 4 and in Refs. [52, 124, 125], the QCL frequency is tuned to
the flank of the absorption line, which acts as a frequency-to-intensity converter. At this point, the fluctuations of the laser frequency are converted
into intensity fluctuations that are detected with a fast thermoelectricallycooled photodiode (100 MHz bandwidth).

6.3

Experimental results

Figure 6.4 shows simultaneous recordings of both the QCL voltage and
relative optical frequency versus time (in a 10 kHz bandwidth), first in freerunning and then locked conditions. When the feedback loop is inactive
(t < 2 ms), a clear correlation between the fluctuations of the QCL voltage
and optical frequency can be observed. It is important to remind that the
contributions of the current-driver noise are negligible and the fluctuations
reported in Figure 6.4 are generated in the QCL structure itself.

QCL voltage

Once activated (t > 2 ms), the feedback loop eﬃciently reduces the
voltage noise (error signal) by acting on the temperature of the QCL. At
the same time, a significant reduction of the fluctuations of the optical
frequency is also observed.
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Figure 6.4: Simultaneous recordings of the QCL voltage and frequency,
in unlocked (t < 2 ms) and locked (t > 2 ms) conditions within a 10-kHz
bandwidth.
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6.3.1

Voltage noise

2

Voltage noise PSD [V/Hz]

Figure 6.5 shows the voltage noise across the QCL, measured after the
pre-amplifier and divided by its gain (G = 60 dB). The voltage noise
is eﬃciently reduced by up to 30 dB from low Fourier√frequencies up to
10 kHz. From a value of 2.25 · 10−14 V2 /Hz (150 nV/ Hz) at a Fourier
−17
frequency
V2 /Hz
√ of 3 kHz, the voltage noise is reduced down to 2.5 · 10
(5 nV/ √
Hz), and stays above the input voltage-noise of the preamplifier
of 4 nV/ Hz (1.6 · 10−17 V2 /Hz).
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Figure 6.5: Comparison of the voltage noise PSD when the locking
scheme is enabled and disabled.

6.3.2

Frequency noise and linewidth

In terms of frequency-noise PSD, a 10 dB reduction is achieved within the
bandwidth of the control loop, which is about 300 kHz in the present case
from the observed servo bump (Figure 6.6). From 107 Hz2 /Hz at a Fourier
frequency of 10 kHz, the level of frequency-noise decreases to 106 Hz2 /Hz.
From the frequency-noise PSD, the full width at half maximum (FWHM)
linewidth is estimated to be narrowed from 2 MHz down to 700 kHz over
a 10 ms timescale using the formalism presented in Section 2.2.3 [66].
Whereas the improvement might appear modest at first glance compared to the linewidth narrowing achievable with high-finesse cavities or
molecular resonances presented in the first section of this chapter, one must
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Figure 6.6: Frequency noise PSD of the free-running and stabilized
QCL. The bump observed at 300 kHz corresponds to the servo-bump
of the feedback loop.

highlight that in this case the frequency noise reduction is achieved without any frequency reference and optical detection and has the potential to
be completely electrically integrated and very compact. The possibility of
integration of the scheme will be discussed later in more details.

6.3.3

Eﬀect of external laser and intensity noise

It was verified that the near-IR laser light that illuminates the QCL does
not degrade its free-running spectral properties. As shown in Figure 6.7 no
change of the frequency noise PSD was observed when the near-IR beam
illuminates the QCL (lock oﬀ) compared to the noise observed in absence
of near-IR illumination.
Moreover, the intensity noise of the QCL was measured in each configuration (unlocked, locked and without NIR illumination) by detuning the
laser from the absorption line and is reported in Figure 6.7. In each case
the contribution of intensity noise lays several orders of magnitude below
the frequency-noise and does not aﬀect any of the measurements. The
noise of the detector itself (QCL beam blocked) is also shown and does not
limit the measurement in the considered frequency range.
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Figure 6.7: Upper traces: locked and free-running frequency noise (FN)
PSD with and without NIR illumination. Middle traces: intensity noise
(IN) (expressed in equivalent frequency-noise) in locked and unlocked
regime and without NIR illumination. Lower trace: contribution of the
detector noise.

6.3.4

Modulation and loop bandwidths

The servo-bump in the frequency-noise PSD (Figure 6.6) indicates that a
loop bandwidth on the order of 300 kHz is achieved, which is on the same
order of magnitude as obtained in Ref. [102] for the stabilization of a QCL
to a sub-Doppler molecular transition.
The dynamic responses in magnitude and phase of the QCL voltage
and optical frequency to a modulation of the intensity of the near-IR radiation are plotted in Figure 6.8. The eﬀect of the near-IR laser driver and
voltage-preamplifier was taken into account so that the dynamic responses
reflect the thermal response of the QCL itself. The measurement reveals
modulation bandwidths of a few hundreds of kHz.
The frequency responses are governed by the thermal dynamics in the
QCL structure. A slight roll-oﬀ is indeed observed in the magnitude diagram above 100 Hz. This behavior is similar to the one reported and modeled for ridge-waveguide continuous-wave DFB QCLs under direct current
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Relative magnitude

modulation and attributed to the thermal dynamics in the QCL structure
(see Chapter 3).
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Figure 6.8: Dynamic response of the QCL voltage and optical frequency
when the intensity of the near-IR radiation illuminating the QCL is
modulated. Dashed line: combined phase response of the QCL, voltage
preamplifier and near-IR laser driver.

The phase response of the QCL voltage combined with the other elements of the loop (voltage preamplifier and near-IR laser driver) is also
shown (dashed line) in Figure 6.8. Above 100 kHz, an important additional phase-shift is introduced by both the current driver of the near-IR
laser and the voltage-preamplifier, despite specified bandwidths of 1 MHz
and flat magnitude responses. The phase-shift becomes close to -180◦ at
300 kHz (dashed line in the phase response of Fig 6.8, which is consistent
with the obtained feedback-loop bandwidth. The bandwidth limitation is
therefore not exclusively due to the QCL thermal response and a faster
feedback loop (close to 1 MHz) could probably be obtained by using a
voltage-preamplifier and a current driver for the NIR laser introducing a
lower phase-shift above 100 kHz.
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6.4

Limitations

As shown in Section 6.3.1, the voltage noise and therefore also the fluctuations of the electrical power dissipated in the QCL are eﬃciently reduced by
the feedback-loop in the considered frequency range as shown in Figure 6.5.
However, residual 1/f frequency-noise is still clearly observed both in the
time domain (Figure 6.4) and in the PSD (Figure 6.6). This residual noise
can be attributed neither to the intensity noise of the QCL which is orders
of magnitude lower, nor to the noise of the current driver which would set
a white frequency-noise floor of about 106 Hz2 /Hz.
Moreover, it was checked that no cross-talk builds up in the injection
current within the bandwidth of the feedback loop. First of all, Figure 6.9
shows the voltage drops UQCL across the QCL and UR measured across
a 20 Ω serial resistor for a 15 kHz modulation of the near-IR external
illumination. The serial resistor yields an image of the current delivered
by the driver i0 = UR /20 Ω, and it is clear from the measurement that the
external near-IR illumination modulates the load (here the QCL) but does
not aﬀect the drive current.
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Figure 6.9: Measured voltage across the QCL and a 20 Ω serial resistor
for a 15 kHz modulation of the near-IR external illumination.

Figure 6.10 shows the current noise spectral density measured through the
20 Ω serial resistor when the feedback loop was enabled and disabled. The
measured spectra are identical (as shown √by their ratio in the inset of
Figure 6.10) and correspond to the 1 nA/ Hz noise floor of the current
driver (QCL500, see Section 4.1.4). This measurement confirms that the
injection current is as expected independent of the locking scheme and that,
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in other words, the current driver delivers a stable current independently
of the variations of the electrical load in the considered frequency-range.
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Figure 6.10: Current-noise PSD measured across a serial resistor in
locked and free-running conditions. In both cases the current-noise
cor√
responds to the noise floor of the current driver (1 nA/ Hz). Inset:
ratio of the current-noise PSD when the loop is enabled and disabled.

The residual frequency noise probably reveals the contribution of other
noise sources and the occurrence of residual temperature fluctuations, although the average electrical power dissipated in the device is stabilized.
These residual temperature instabilities could arise from fluctuations of
the intra-cavity optical power dissipated by the waveguide losses. Another possible explanation might be related to the fact that the sensed
voltage is an average image of the electronic transport all along the QCL
active region, whereas the temperature corrections are applied on top of
the structure and can lead to an inhomogeneous temperature distribution
in the active region. Frequency noise can be produced locally in the active region through local temperature fluctuations, whereas the voltage is
a global measurement of the noise throughout the QCL active region and
can very likely not completely describe the noise generation processes. This
observation agrees with the correlation coeﬃcient of 0.9 which was experimentally measured in free-running regime between voltage and frequency
fluctuations (see Chapter 5) and tends to confirm that the two quantities
are not entirely correlated.
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6.5

Outlook

In this chapter, frequency-noise reduction of a mid-IR DFB QCL without
using any optical frequency reference was studied and demonstrated. In the
presented scheme, the voltage noise across the QCL is sensed and fed back
to the active region temperature via a NIR laser diode illuminating the
top of the QCL, which compensates the fluctuations of the electrical power
dissipated in the structure. The optical frequency of the QCL was analyzed
at the same time using a molecular absorption line and a reduction of one
order of magnitude of the frequency-noise PSD was achieved within the
loop bandwidth.
Although an external near-IR laser beam was used for this proof-ofconcept experiment, the fast control of the QCL temperature could be
potentially implemented with an integrated element placed close to the active region, such as a micro-heater. The main requirement on this element
would be a suﬃcient temperature modulation bandwidth (on the order of
a few hundred kHz) in order to counteract the fast frequency fluctuations
of the QCL. Frequency tuning of a DBR laser diode at 1550 nm by resistive heating was for instance demonstrated in Ref. [182] with an integrated
p-doped InP resistor. A response time on the order of 500 µs was reported,
which would be probably too slow for eﬃcient noise reduction of a QCL.
Nevertheless, the results of Chapter 3 yielded modulation bandwidths on
the order of a few hundred kilohertz for direct current modulation, and
therefore suggest that a micro-heater with similar dimensions as the typical active region of a QCL (cross-section of ≈ 5 x 10 µm2 ) would very
likely meet the requirements.
Moreover, frequency tuning of multi-section near-IR DFB laser diodes
has been demonstrated using multiple independent electrodes on a same
laser chip [118, 119]. A similar approach could be implemented in QCLs in
order to sense the voltage fluctuations and independently apply the corrections on diﬀerent electrodes of a same device. It is worthwhile to note that
a three-terminal QCL with electrical modulation of the complex refractive
index has already been demonstrated [183] and a similar approach could
potentially be used for applying the corrections. These diﬀerent possible
technical implementations of the temperature feedback have the potential
to lead to all-electrical active linewidth narrowing of QCLs.
Stabilization of the voltage fluctuations independently of the drive current was considered so far in the work presented in this chapter. However,
our observations suggest that frequency instabilities result from electrical
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power fluctuations in the semiconductor chip, and stabilizing directly this
latter quantity might lead to frequency-noise reduction as well. In other
words, instead of stabilizing the voltage at fixed current, it might be interesting to drive the laser at constant electrical power PQCL . For that
purpose, both the instantaneous current and voltage would have to be
measured and multiplied to assess the electrical power (see Eq. 6.1).
Constant power circuits are commonly used in battery chargers and
LCD displays in order to compensate slow variations of the electrical resistivity and commercial integrated circuits for that purpose are available (e.g.
MAX4210 from Maxim Integrated). However, the power fluctuations in the
case of QCLs are fast and several orders of magnitude separate the weak
but fast fluctuations from the large DC values. Sophisticated electronics
would be required in order to extract a usable error signal. Nevertheless, a
possible approach aiming at generating an error signal directly proportional
to the fluctuations of the electrical power is presented here, and based on
the scheme shown in Figure 6.11.

UR+ΔuR

Rs

GR

ΔuR’= GR ΔuR
ΔuR’ + ΔuL’

IQCL

+

UL+ΔuL

GL

ΔuL’= GL ΔuL

Figure 6.11: Electrical power stabilization scheme using a serial resistor
Rs in order to drive the laser at constant electrical power.

The instantaneous electrical power dissipated in the QCL chip PQCL is
given by the product of the instantaneous voltage and current:

PQCL

�

� � U + ∆u �
R
R
= UQCL · IQCL = UL + ∆uL ·
Rs
�
1 �
=
UL UR + UL ∆uR + UR ∆uL + ∆uL ∆uR
Rs

(6.1)

where the current IQCL flowing in the QCL is measured with a serial resis100
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tor Rs . Neglecting the 2nd order term ∆uL ∆uR , the instantaneous variations of the electrical power can be written as:
∆PQCL =

�
1 �
UL ∆uR + UR ∆uL
Rs

(6.2)

If the serial resistor is chosen so that its voltage drop equals the one across
the QCL, i.e. UR = UL = U , the variation of the electrical power is then
simply proportional to the sum of the voltage fluctuations measured across
the laser and the serial resistor:
∆PQCL

�
U�
=
∆uR + ∆uL
Rs

(6.3)

In this configuration (GR = GL = 1), the total AC voltage drop ∆uR +∆uL
is proportional to the electrical power fluctuations and could therefore be
used in a very simple way as an error signal in order to correct fast electrical
power variations in the QCL through the injection current, without any
external actuator.
However, the condition UL = UR can be challenging to achieve. A
possible way of overcoming this limitation would consist in amplifying the
voltage fluctuations across the laser and the sense resistor with well-chosen
gains. In case diﬀerent gains GL and GR are used, the amplified voltage
fluctuations can be written as ∆u�L = GL · ∆uL and ∆u�R = GR · ∆uR . The
electrical power fluctuations in the QCL given by Eq. 6.2 become:
∆PQCL

1 � ∆u�R
∆u�L �
UL
+ UR
=
Rs
GR
GL

(6.4)

UL
UR
=
= C, then a very simple expresGR
GL
sion for the electrical power is found:
If the gains are chosen so that

∆PQCL =

�
C� �
∆uR + ∆u�L
Rs

(6.5)

As for Eq. 6.3, the fluctuations of the electrical power are then simply given
by the sum of the amplified voltages ∆u�R and ∆u�L , and could be used to
drive the QCL at constant electrical power by acting on the drive current.
Either technique has the potential to drive the laser at constant power and
possibly lead to frequency-noise reduction.
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Finally, it is worth noticing that in spite of diﬀerent underlying physical mechanisms, correlation between frequency and voltage noise was also
observed in interband semiconductor lasers [153–156]. All the discussion
and outcomes presented in this chapter might therefore be possibly applied to other kinds of semiconductor lasers and trigger new developments
of low-noise and compact integrated light sources.
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Chapter 7
Conclusion and outlook
In the course of this thesis, the spectral properties of single-mode distributed feedback (DFB) quantum cascade lasers (QCLs) emitting in the
mid-IR spectral region were investigated. The experimental results presented in this thesis allowed a better understanding of the underlying
mechanisms of optical frequency instabilities. As a result, novel and innovative methods aiming at quantifying and improving the spectral purity
of DFB QCLs from electrical measurements were demonstrated. Among
other results, a compact active stabilization scheme yielding 90% reduction of the frequency-noise power spectral density without making use of
any optical frequency reference was demonstrated, which will be certainly
interesting for the development of future low-noise compact semiconductor
laser sources.
A first important outcome of the work lies in the characterization of
frequency noise of diﬀerent single-frequency QCLs in the mid-IR spectral
region. Considering a low-noise injection current is used to drive the lasers,
excellent spectral properties have been observed in free-running QCLs. We
reported for instance one of the lowest level of frequency noise in the
4 − 5 µm range and a corresponding linewitdh of ≈ 550 kHz at roomtemperature (1 ms observation time), which represents a quality factor
(Q-factor) higher than 108 , when compared to the 66 THz optical carrier.
On the other hand, a drastic linewidth broadening occurs if noisy electronics is used. We demonstrated that a current noise lower than 1 nA/Hz1/2
is generally required to reach the intrinsic properties of QCLs. The realization of a low-noise current driver able to deliver a stable current and a
suﬃciently high output voltage required to bias the cascaded structure of
QCLs was also studied in this thesis. A current noise value of 350 pA/Hz1/2
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was achieved and is still state-of-the-art today.
A number of experiments and results aiming at shedding light on the underlying sources of frequency instabilities in QCLs were then disclosed and
discussed. A striking diﬀerence was found between buried-heterostructure
and ridge-waveguide QCLs at low temperature, suggesting diﬀerent noise
mechanisms between the distinct processing of these devices. Despite better noise performances for the ridge-waveguide lasers, in a general manner
it was shown that DFB QCLs at room-temperature benefit from excellent
spectral properties, i.e. linewidths of 1 MHz and below, and can compete with state-of-the-art interband laser diodes in the near-IR. The latter
observation is of prime importance since the development of real-world application relies on devices working at room temperature and requiring no
cryogenic cooling.
The frequency noise increase observed at low temperature in buried
heterostructure QCLs was found to follow a similar trend than the electrical noise properties. This outcome led to the more general interpretation
that frequency instabilities in QCLs are generated through fast temperature changes due to fluctuations of the dissipated electrical power in the
devices. Measurements of the frequency tuning dynamics indeed showed
that the active region of DFB QCLs is governed by a thermal response of up
to a few hundreds of kilohertz, and are therefore subject to temperature
fluctuations within this bandwidth. From this discussion, an important
and experimentally verified conclusion is that a low thermal resistance is
required for low frequency-noise QCLs in order to minimize the impact
of electrical power fluctuations on the average temperature of the active
region, and therefore on the laser emission frequency.
Further measurements of the correlation between fluctuations of the
optical frequency and electrical power were performed and confirmed, both
in the time and frequency domains, a high level of correlation (ρ = 0.9)
between the two quantities within the QCLs thermal bandwidth. All these
observations led to a new and very simple method for assessing the spectral
properties of QCL only from electrical measurements combined to specific
physical parameters of the devices. This method enables a simple and fast
testing of QCLs noise properties in a systematic manner.
Voltage noise in a couple of devices was investigated as a function of
the operating conditions and showed diﬀerent interesting outcomes. In
addition to a drastic increase of noise below ≈ 200 K observed in two
buried-heterostructure devices at 4.55 µm, the measured ridge-waveguide
QCLs tend to benefit from lower electrical noise even at room-temperature,
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and therefore better spectral properties. This observation might suggest an
advantage of ridge-waveguide over buried-heterostructure devices in terms
of electrical noise, because of the possible appearance of parasitic junctions
between the active region or the cladding layers and the regrowth of intrinsic InP. Despite preliminary results obtained with a larger set of 8 µm DFB
QCLs tend to confirm a higher noise in buried structures, one must remind
the important impact of the crystal quality and fabrication processes on
low-frequency 1/f noise. The investigation of leakage currents and noise
properties of p-i-n InP junctions as well as in buried-heterostructure QCLs
of diﬀerent dimensions and diﬀerent surface to volume ratios would probably bring interesting clues about the structural impact on noise generation.
In addition to investigating the spectral purity of mid-IR QCLs as well
as the link between the noise of the optical frequency and fluctuations at the
electrical level, a novel frequency stabilization only based on voltage noise
measurements was presented. A reduction of 90% of the frequency noise
was experimentally demonstrated using this method. The basic principle
consists in generating a correction signal from the voltage noise across the
laser and in feeding it back to the laser temperature. As the scheme does
not involve any optical frequency reference, it has the potential to be highly
integrated.
While external near-IR laser illumination was used in the proof-ofconcept experiment, a few possible tracks to follow in order to obtain a
all-electrical scheme were proposed. It includes for instance the use of a
micro-heater close to the laser active region or a multiple electrode QCL
design in order to independently measure the voltage fluctuations and apply corrections. In a general manner, all the results presented in this thesis
open the way to new developments of compact low-noise single-frequency
light sources based on integrated active stabilization techniques and optimized laser structures. This work could also possibly apply to other laser
systems and trigger new advances in the field of narrow-linewidth integrated monochromatic light sources.
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